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Tutte generalized some well-known coloring problems in graph theory into a single geometric 
problem about the existence of tangential 2-blocks in PG(n, 2); and the problem was solved up 
to the 6-dimensional case [5,8]. In thii paper 7-dimensional case of the problem is solved. 
1. IlltTductfon 
The terminologies and the notations that are used in this paper are those from 
[4] and [9], unless they are defined or explained here. Let 4 = (1,2, . . . , i}, where 
i is a positive integer. 
Prom 1.1. Let 0 be an n-dimensional tangential Z-block and Em be an 
m-space in PG(n, 2), where 3 =Z m < n - 1. Let & be a 2-space in &. Also, let 
XE&, @f&cflftZ.,,, dim(A)cn-3, (A)n&=$k and Pn(AU{X3>-(A)#% 
VX’r &-{X). Then 
(i) X is an attenraatik point for #I with respect o -C,; 
(ii) VY E (A), X-t Y is also un attenuation poin# for /3 with respect o & ; 
(iii) if 3s m s n -2, &+I is an (m +1)-space such that &, c &+l, X + S and 
X+ Y i-S am both attenuation points for 6 with respect to &,,.l, VS E 
P n&l+, -&,,VYE(A). 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Proposition 1.5 in [S]. 
IDefinition. Let 0 be an n-dimensional tangential 2-block, &-1 an (n - l)-space 
and Z,,_, and (n -2)-space in PG(n, 2), where &_,c ZW_l and n 24. Let A be a 
non-empty subset of B n JZn._*, where dim(A) = d d n -4. Then A is called a weak 
polarising set for /3 in I&_= , with respect to Z”_z iff there exist three (d + l)-spaces 
pa+,, i = 1.2,3. such that (i) d”(.~f~+~, YitzI,, and (ii) pnZ,,_,-s,.,_,5 
U?=! k&t,. 
on 1.2. Let fl be an n-dimensional tungential 2-b! 
space and _I$,_2 an (n - 2)-space in PG( n, 2), where Es, -2 
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@#AGpn,c,, 1. TJzen A 1s n weak polarisintg set in 2’” , with respect to .?I:,_ j 
provided 
(i) A induces a set “11 o.f arteituation points with respect to E,, z such rha, 
dim(AU%)=n-4, and 
(ii) t(AU{S}):~(~,,_zU{S}) for sonre SE@--&, ~,. 
Proof. The proof is exactly similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [4], dnd 
therefore, omitted. 
Proposition 1.3. Let fl be an n-dimensional tangential 2-b&k and z,,_, an 
(II- l)-space in PG(n, 2) where n 34. Zf there exist three distinct points S,. S2 and 
S, in /3 - J?,, , SUCh thff t Si + Si $? /3, Vi. j E Z,, then I/3 - I$, ._, (3 6. 
Proof. The proof is simple and therefore. omitted. 
Lemma 1.1. Ler p be an rt-dimensional tangential 2-block, such tht n *4. and 
there e.rists at most one plane with six points of’ 0. Let P E p and St,(P) = (P, Ai, E&i. 
i-1,2,3. Let C,(P)=(U~_I Sti(P)) and Iii =Pf‘lTi(P)-rr(P), i=1,2,3. Zf 
Cr, S, t} = 13. and {A.. t_l:iy Q:i} and {B,, L:i, L:i} are lines of 0, where QLi and 
L:,, E T,(P)- n(P). u E{S, t} and i = 1,2, Q:i # Qli and Lli # Z_ f,,, {i, j) = 12, then 
(i) dim(C,(P)U(Q;,, QJ2, LT,, L;,})=7, V~E{S. r}: and 
(ii) dim(P) = 7 3 bi = {A,, Pi, Q,. QT-. Lr,, LI,}. Vj E{S, t}. 
Proof. ii) The proof of (i) follows if we proceed as in the proof of Proposition 7.5 
in [S]. 
(ii) Let dim(p)= 7. W.1.o.g. assume that r = 1. s =2 and t = 3. Let A = 
VI;,. Q:z. Li,, Li,}. We assert that pz n(A) = A. If possible, let pz n {A)- A # 8. 
Let Xc ,.L~ c(A)-- A. Rearranging the letters and suffixes, we can assume w.1.o.g. 
that X = (31, + Q&+ Li,. So, X=Q:,+Q&+B,+L:, and B,-tQi,+Q&tz 
t(X, L:,). But B, + Qi, + O:, is a point on the axis of the cone, say CJA,), whose 
generators are {A,, B,, PI, {A,, Qi,, Q:,} and {A,, Q:,, a&}; but by Theorem 
5.2(k) in [4] and Ii) of this lemma, we arrive at a contradiction. Thus p2 n(A) = A. 
Also, we observe that @ n C,(p) - r(P) = {AZ. B2}: for, otherwise, there would be 
a plan< with more than 5 points of @, which leads to a contradiction by Corollary 
2.5 in [4]. because 6-dimensional tangential 2-Llc<k does not exist. So, it remains 
to prcve that p,-Cc3iP)UA-@. If possible, let II,-C,(P)UA#fl. Let f, = 
{Xl+ O:,+L:;: X2~{A,. B,), i and 1;~(1,2}) hna I~~~={X,S.X~-I-Q~~+I_&: X, E 
{Ak. B,], k ~{1,3}, i and j~{l, 2)). By repeated use of Theorem 5.2 in [4] we 
can prove the following results in succession. 
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So, we arrive at a contradiction from the above results. This completes the proG>f 
of (ii). 
Let p be an n-dimensiona tangential 2-b&k in FG(n, 2) such 
that n 34, and there exists at most one p!ane with six points of 0. If there exists a 
(3.3.3)~tangential stigm system with respect to each point of p, then dirn(P)“$. 
EQO~. Since 6-dimensional tangential C&block does not exist [5], the prool 
follows immediately by Proposition 7.5 and Corollary 2.5 in [4] and Lemma 1.1. 
2. Seven 
We now proceed to investigate into the existence of seven dimensicnal tangen- 
tial 2-blocks. In the following investigation @ will always denote a r-dimensional 
tangential 2-block in PG(7.2). First, we have the following results. 
Lemma 2.1. Zf PE p and r is an odd integer 33, then there cannot exist any 
(7.7, r)-i’angential stigm system with respect to P. 
Proof. If possible, iet there exist a (7,7, r&tangential stigm system with respect 
tc+ a point P of 3. Let St,(P) = (P, Al, A*, A3, Ad, A+ A6} and 9,(P) = 
(1’. B,, Z3:!, B1, B,,, B,, B,}. By Tbeorem 7.4 in [4], dim(A,(P) n AZ(P)) = 3. Let 
Yc, = A,(P) n A,(P). Rearranging the suffices we assume w.1.o.g. vhat 
~~=((P,A1$Az.A1+Ao,A,+A1)? 
-((P* B, +B,. Z31 +Z3,Z3, +Z&}). 
Again rearranging the suffixes for A and B, w’e assume w.1.o.g. that A, + A, = 
k,P+B,+B, and A,+A,= k,P+B, i-B,, where ki=O or 1 (mod 2), i~(3, 2). 
NowA,+A,=k,P+Bi+Bi,i andjEZ6and k3 = 0 or 1 {mod 2.). Clearly, either 
{i,j}={5,6} or {i, j}E{1,2.3,4}. But A,+A,= k,P+BS+Bf,=,({Az,A3,B3})n 
t (P. B, BJ?,) = $9, which is a contradiction. So, { i, j) c (1,2,3,4}. W.1.o.g. assume 
that A,+A,=k,P+Bi+B,. for some ie’(l,2.3}. NW: i=l+A,+A,= 
kJP+B,+BJjr(P,A3,A5, A,)n((A,,B,,A,})=@ which is a t:ontradiction. 
Similarly, 18 (2.3). which leads to a contradiction. l’his completes tAe proof. 
Let PE p, St,(P) ={P, /ii, A,, A3, Aj, A%, A,), P+ Aipf /3. Vi E! It,? StI(P)=’ 
[P. B,. EL\ and St,(P) = (P. C,. CL). Let 
d(U)==pn(x+U.: XE(St,(P)),iE12}, UE{B.C), 
p,(U,)-{Ai + U,: in I,,). TV II, UE(B, C), 
~z(U,j=(AifAi+U,: ifj,i,j~&,}, ~EI*. UE{B,C), 
IJ~~(U,)={A,+A~+A,+U,: ifjfk-fi,i,j,kEf6}, t~4,, UE:{B,C). 
Using tile above notations, we ave the ~o~~~~~i~g Lemmas (Lemmas 2.2-2.3). 
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Lemma 2.2, (i) IZ3npi(Uj)l~l, ViE13, VjEZ,, VUE{B,C). 
(ii) Zf A, + U, E p, i E 16, r E 12, UE {B, C). then 
(a) ,!3 n r_+( U,) G (A, + A, + U,}, f0.r SOW j E Z,-- {i}, and 
(b) p IT ug( U,) E {Ai + Ai + Ak -t Uj;}, for some j: k E Z6 - (i}, jf k, and 
(c) A, +k,Ai + kZAk -t U,.$p, j# k, j, k~&-{i), k, and kz=O or i [mod2), 
{t, t’} = Z*. 
(iiij Zf Ai -t Ai + U, E p, if j* i, jci Z6, r E Z2, UE {B, C}, rhen 
(a) Z3 fl p3( U,) c {Ai + Ai -t Ak + U,). for some li E &, - { i, j}, and 
(b) A,+k,A,+k,A,,,+~r,,EP, u~{(i,j}, Z#rn, ~,~~EZ~-(U},{?,~~)=Z~. 
(iv) Zf UE{B, C}, P does nor possess a (3, 3,3’MaqgenriaZ stigrn system, and 
there are two lines of p through Ai, Vi rf Z6, then rhere exists a pennurarion (T on I6 
such that 
d(U)={A,,,,+U,,A,T12,.tU*rAI,,-:i,+I11,.q,,,,+A~r(3,+~T(4,+U,). 
Proof. If .4, + U, E /3, i E I,, r E Z2. U E .(B, C}, then 
({Ai, U,, UJ) n r(A,, Ak9 & A,,,) = {Ai + ut*I. It, rl = &, 
j, k, I and wr are distinct elements of Z,-(i); hence we deduce the proof of (i) and 
(ii). By similar arguments (iii) is proved. The proof of (iv) follows from (i). (ii) and 
(iii). 
Lemma 2.3 [6]. Let P be a poilrr of /3 such mar (3,3,3))rangenrial sfigm system 
does nor exist with respecr to P. Ijf rhere exist two lines cf @ rrrrough each poiur of /3, 
then P cannot possess a (7, ?. 3brangenrial srigm sysrtm. 
Let PEP and Sr,(P)={P, .4,,B1.C,, D,} and :St,(P)={P,A,,B,}, i=2,3. 
where P+X, $ p, VX, E .%,(P)-(P). Because of Proposition 7.3 in [4], 
( U := 1 Sri(P)) is a 5-space. 
Let 
2’5 = (b Sri(P)); 
i=l 
A(i, j)={Xi+Xi: X,ES~,(P)-{P}, kE{i, j}}, i and jEZ3; 
A(l. l,i)=:X,+Y,-‘-Xi: Xi and k’iESri(P)-(P), 
jE{l. i), X1 # Y,}, iE@, 3); 
Lii I 2,3) = {X, +X2 +X,: Xi E St,(P) - (P}, j f Z3}: 
A(1. 1,2,3)=(X, + Y, +X1+ X3: X, and Yi ESti(PI-{P}, 
i z I,, X, # YJ. 
Also, let T;, T$ and T; be the three &spaces on 2:. 
IJsing the above notations, we have the following lemmas (Lemmas 2.4-2.9). 
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. (i) if S,, !I&, S3 and S 4 art’ any four distinct points of /3 Cl 7; - 25, i E I 3, 
then Sk -+ S, # S,,, + S,, where {k, 1, tn, n) = I+ 
(ii) Let I/3 17 T:- .Zk] 3 2, Vi E Z,. If S,, S2, S, und S, are any four distinct points 
of (3 - Z;, then S, f S, # S,, f S,, where (k, 1, m, n) = I,. 
(iii) Let I@ t-1$-2:( = 1, i E I,. If S,, Sz, Sx afrd S, he four distinct points i;f 
p - 2: such that S, -t-S, = S, -t S4, then Si + Si$ 0 f~ rC;, i # j, Vi, j G 14_ 
(iv) If Xl + Xi E /3, Xi E St,(P) -{I’}, j E { 1, i)., #i E {2,3}, then 
(a) VYi:SIi(P>-{P,X,), jE{l,i}, X,+1’ and Y1+Xi are both attenuation 
points with respecf to .Z:. and 
(b) finb(l, l,i)C{X,+Y,+X,}, for sonte Y,ESt,(P)-{P,X,}. 
(v) (pnA(l,i)1<2 and @r!A(l,l,i)l61, ViE(2,3} and prTA(2:3)=@ 
(vi) Each element of A( 1 ,3.3) U A(l, 1,2,3) is aa attenuation point with rer:pe:t 
ro xv; * 
(vii) if j@n(A(l, i‘~Ud(l, 1, i))js2, ig{2,3}, then IPn(A(l,j)UA(l, l,j)+ 
I, where {i. j) = {2. 3). 
Proof. The nroof of (i), (iv) and (v) is exactly similar to the proof of Lemma 2.5 
(Miii) in [S]; the proof of (ii), (iii) and (vi) is simple: and finally the proof of (vii) 
is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.5(v) [5]. So, the proof of the lemma is omitted. 
Lemma 2.5. Zf there exists two lines df 13 through each point of /3, then @ n T;-- 
S: + $4. Vi E I,. 
Pporrf. If possible, let @ n 7: -Z: = 8. Belzause of Lemma 2.4 {iv), (v) and (vi), w 2 
assume w.1.o.g. that I@ n(A(l,3)UA(l, L, 3))js 1 and 13 n(A(l, 3)UA(l, 1,3))~ 
{A 1 + B3, A, + B1 + B3}. Since there are two lines of @ through each point of p, 1 t
follows from Lemma 2.4 (iv), (v) and (vi) that there exist S, and S2 such that 
S,-t-Sz=A, and S~EB~T:--~:, iE{1,2}, je{l,2}. W.1.o.g. we assume that S, 
and S,E@nr; -2’;. Also, we assume w.1.o.g. that S1 E T,(P)-T(P) and S2 t! 
T?(P) - r(P). Since there exist two lines of fi through Si, Vi E Iz, and there does 
not exist any plane with more than 5 points of 0, there exist two distinct points S3 
and S, in pnT;-r5 fr U(S,, S,} such that (SI+S3, S,+S,}c p f-Is:;. sine- 
\@n({Sl,S;?,S,})j~5, Vj~(3,4), {S,+S,,S,+S,)r~{Y,B,}=~. Again, 
{S,+S~,S?_-Sq}n~(A(l,2)Ud(l, 1.2))=@; 
for. otherwise, S,+S, E Al,l. 2,3)UA(l, 1.2.31, which is in contrary to Lemm;i 
2.4(vi). Now, assert that {S, + Sj, S? t S,) n{A,, B2) = $I Since S2 E TV - r(P !, 
S, + S, & {A,. I%}. If possible, Ict S, t S, E {AZ, %I. W.l.0.g. assume that S, + S3 z= 
AZ. ‘f’hen S,+S,rf{A,,B,, C,, Do), for, otherwise, s’,tS,~A(l,2,3)1) 
A ( 1, 1,2,3), which is in contrary to Lemma 2.4( ). SO, s2+s.d nd~?-d 
whence we deduce that S, + S, E /3 n A(l. I,?)). t by 019~ assumption. 
@nA(l,3)UA(l. 1,3)c{A,+ 
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So, S,-i-S,=A,+B,+A,E~; and S,+S,=A,+B,+A,. Also, note that 
Sz+SS=A2+Ax. Now, A,+R,+A~E~JQ(A,,C,,S,,~({A,+B*,A,,.~,})= 
{A,+B,+A,+A,}, and t(A,, C,, SJ ln c{B,, A& B& = {B, f B,) ?’ f33 E
t(A,, Cl, S,), which leeds to a contradiction. So, A, +B, +A&& Hence there 
exists S,E/3f77;-Z: such that S,-t-S, E p nZ\. But S3 E TJP)-- w(P); so, 
S,+S,ETi(P), f or some i E 12. Clearly, S3 -t- S, # P, for, otherwise ({S,, S,. S,}) 
kould contain more tl:lan 5 points of p. So, SJ + S5 E Ti(P) - T(P), i E 1;. NOW, 
:;,+S,ES~~(P)-{P}+ S,+S,EA(~, 2,3). which leads to a contradiction iy 
Lemma 2.4(vi). Hence S, -I- S, E T#‘) --(I’}. Also, /3 f7 A(l, 3) = $9, since 
A,+B,+A,E~ and (13nLijl,3)UA(l,1,3i1~El. So, S3+S5~[Az,B;}. But 
S3 + S, #AZ, by Lemma L.sl(ij; also, S,+ Ss # &, for. otherwke, the plane 
({S,, Sj, S,)) would contain more than 5 points of p. Thus we arrive at a 
contradiction, which is due to the assumption that S, -t- S,E {AZ, B1}. So, 
S, +S, ${A?, &I. So, 
S,+!$=A,-rB+ Then A,t-I3,~/3 and A,+B,+A,$@, since 
\@%tA(l,3)UA(l, 1. 3))\<1. Since S,+S,=P+A,$P, there exist S, and S,E 
@f-IT’1 -2: such thar {S, + S,, S3 + S,} c 0 17 Z:. Since SI E TJP) - n(P) and S3 E 
TJP) - m(P), it follows that S, + S, E /3 f7 Ti(P)y and S3 -t S, E @ fl Ti(P), for some 
i E { 1,3) and j E { 1,2‘.. Since no plane can contain more than 5 points of /3, we can 
deduce from Lemma 2.4 that (S,+S,, S,+S,}G{A,, B,, C,, 0,). But S,+S, = 
A, rS ,C . + S, = A, + A3, which leads to a contradiction by Lemma 2.4(iv), since 
A, + B3 E 0. Again, %, + S, = A 1 j ((S,, !G, S,)) is a plane with more than 5 points 
of @ fience {S, + S.&, S3 + S,) G {B1, C,, D,}. Since we can interchange the letters 
13, C and D, we assume w.1.o.g. that S, -I- S, = B, and S3 + S, = Ct. Then it follows 
that S, + S, = D,. 
Let 
pI =={Si-Y: S and skpn7;-Sg_qs1)}_ 
Assert that CL, c (St,(P)). Note that Si +S, E (St,(P)>, if& Vi, i~{2, 3,4,5). Let 
sEpm;-2; U(Si 1 i E I,}. To prove the assertion it is enough to show that 
S + Si E (St,(P)), for some i ~{2,3,4,5j. NOW, if S +Si$(StI(P)), Vi ~(2,3,4, S}, 
we can easily arrive at a contradiction by Lemma 2.4(i), (iv) and (vi) and also by 
the fact that no plane can contain more than 5 points of 0. Hence 11.~ s(St,tPjj. 
Now. let 
p,,={S+S’: S and S’E~~~TL--JZ:}. 
Assert that F~cI(IJ~_ L St,>. First, suppost: that 1~3 n(Al 1,2)UA(l, 1, 2))1< 1. By 
Lemma 2,.4(iv), (v) and (vi), 3X2~ {A?, B2} and a line, say 1, of p such that X*E I 
and l$z’;. Since @1 c-(9,(P)), we deduce that l$k~;. Hence /ST;. W.1.o.g. 
assume that Xz=A2 and S;+Sg-AZ, where S!~flnT$-x;, if(l,2). Now, as 
we investigate into an&l-,?r he of /3 through S;‘, i E (1,2}, in the same way as we 
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did in the case of S, and S?, where S, +S2 = A3, we can deduce that w?c 
(U2_, St,(P))* Now, we suppose that [/3n(A(l,2)UA(l, 1,2))(32. Note that 
S1+S~=A1+B3 and S1+Sq=B1+A3; since I@n(A(l,2)U(P, i,2))/>2. we can 
easily deduce that 3X, and X{ E (A,, C,} and Y1 and Y: E {B,, I&}, X, $ X: and 
Y, # Y{ such that (X,, Y,, S,} and (Xi, Y{, $1 are both polarising sets with 
respect to 7;. Since fl fl T$--Z; = @, I@ n 7; -Z$13 5 by Theorem 7.1 in [4]. Now 
considering the distribution of the points of @ - 7; among &(X1, Y,, S,), i = 
1.2.3, and then among &Xi, Y:, S,), i = 1,2,3, we deduce that F~E(S~,(P))C 
(Uf_, Sri(P)). Thus the assertion is true. Let S{ & p (7 T$ - Z$, and 
I&,= (A,, B,, C,, D,, A*, S,, S:}). Then & is a B-space and p -&= 
{A,, &, A, + &, S,}, which leads to a contradiction by Theorem 7.1 in [4]. This 
contradiction is due to the assumption that S, + S3 = A, + B,. So, S1 f S, # A, + 
B+ Similarly, S, + S, # A, + B, + &. This leads to a contradiction, which is due to 
the assumption tha! p f-17$-E: = 8. Hence the proof of the lemma follows. 
L-a 2.6. Ler rhcre exist two lines of f3 through each point of p. 
(i) IfISfl(A(l,i)UAil,l,i)!l=3,i~(2,3}, and S, and S2 are two distinct points 
ofpn+% jE 13. then S,+S,~{Ai,Bi)U(I!nA(l, i)UA(l, 1, i)). 
(ii) Let IPnr:-.Z;l~2, iE13. If SE p n ~j- 2: and I,, 1, and 1, are three 
distinct lines of & each containing S, then Ii E il, Vj E I,. 
Proof. (9 Suppose that (i) is not true. W.1.o.g. assume that 35, and S?LE 
p n7; - 2‘; such that 
W.l.o.g.assun~ethat~T~~A~i,2)UA~i,1,2))={A,+A~,B,+B2,A1+C,+Az},by 
Lemma 2.4(iv) and (v). &o, S, +!&E{A,,B,,A,+A~, B!+B,, A,+C,+A,}. Let 
S, + S1 = AZ. We now consider the following two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that I n 2; = f3, for each line 1 of 0. Now, S, + S2 = A*. Since 
there exist two lines of @ through each point of 0 and for every plane Z2, 1~ n 
Z,( ZG 5, we deduce from Lemma 2.4(iv) that 3S3 and S, E p n T; --s; such that 
S, + S2 = AZ, S, + S3 = As, Sz + S, = B3 and S,+ S, = I?,; for, otherwise, we can 
find two distinct points S and S’ of 6 n T; - x$ such that S + S’ is an attenflation 
point with respect to 2:. Also, observe that p n(A(l,3) U A(l, 1,3)) = 8; for, 
otherwise, we can find X, and Y,E St,(P)-(P) such that {X,, YI} is a weak 
polarising set in 7; with respect to 2. :, and we arrive at a contradiction as we 
consider the distribution of the points of p (7 T; -E\ among p;(X,, Yl). i = I,& 3. 
y Lemma 7. I in [4] arnd Lemms 2.5, assume w.1.o.g. that I@ n 7; -S;j 2 3 and 
(p n 7$-z‘:\> 1. Now, by Lemma 2.4(iii), we observe that for ?ny two distinct 
points S and S’ of p n~$- E:, 
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But SI+SZ${A1+AZ,B1+Ba,Al+C1fAz],VS and S’E@~T$--_;; for, other- 
wise, we can find S and S’ E 6 n T$ - x; such that S + S’ is an attenuation point 
with :espect to 2;. Since I CI 2: = f3, for each line I of p, and I@ 17 &I G 5, for each 
plane -C2, we deduce that 3s: E 0 n T$.- 2; such that S; + $5 = A,, Si +S$ = B1, 
.i‘;ts:=c,, s;+s: =D1 and s:+s:= P. Since {A, -t AZ, B1 t I&, 
Al-t C, +A& p and t(B,, C1, &)n(&, S2, S,))={S,+A,+A,), Puce 
tha: (B,, C1, B,} is a polarising set witb respect to 7:. ‘Let S E fi fl T; -&. Now, 
:on,;idering the distribution of Sl,” and S among p#,, C1, I&;), i = 1,2,3, we 
arrive at a contradiction. So, Case 1 is not possible. 
Case 2. Suppose: that there exists a line I of /3 such chat I n& # 8. We have 
$,+-$,=:A,, SiEcIfIT;-& i~{l,2}. By Lemma 2.5, pfiTj-‘~;#@ Let SE 
6 nT3 ’ - ,Z;. Since {A., + A,, B, + BZ, A, + C, + A2} c $3, it is easy to deduce that 
VX, and Y, E St,(P) -{P}, X, + Y,, VX, E {A3, &}, {X, , Y,, X,. S} is a polarising 
set Fwith respect to 7;. Now considering the distribution of the points of @ - T$ U 
2: ;rmong p\!X,, Y,. X3, S). i = 1,2,3, VX,, Y, E St,(P) -(P} and VJ;,E{A~. B3}, 
we can deduce that 3s and S’ E @ -7; U 2:; such that S + S’ is an attenuation point 
with respect to 7:. This leads to a contradiction. So, Case 2 is not possible. Thus 
we arrive at a contradiction due ta the assumption that S, +S, = A,. So. 
S, + S? :t A;?. Similarly. S,+S2~{A~,I:i?)U8F7(4(1.2)U4(1, 1,211. Hence the 
proof of (i) follows. 
Hccai.iie of Ixmma 2.-l(E) ant4 (iii}. thcxc exists a tine, sey E. of & which wntains 
one of the points S’ arid S”. W.l.o.g. assume that I = (S’. S;. Z’). where S;c 
p r I 7; -- 5; and Z’E j9 n 2’:. Ry Lemma Z.J(iii and (iii), and Lemma 2.5. it follows 
that X, Y and Z’ are distinct. Now. if {X. Y. 2’)~(P, A,. B1, C‘,, D,, AT- NJ, it is 
c;1w to check that 3J c ~3 f-J 2: 5th thiit r!;l u{spn!,s. X, Y}> :- $3. Alw. by ii1 
Of \I-& ICClllli~ 
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Y=&. So, t(S”, C1, D,)n((AI,B,, A3})={BI+A3 and hence t(S”, c,,D,)f~ 
({S, X, y)> = 8. This is a contradiction. Hence Mf 2’. Sjmilarly, ‘I&(X, y). SO, 
Mf: A f +A,. Similarly, we can show that M$ @ n(A(l,3)U A(,l, 1,3)). Thus w: 
arrive at a contradiction. Hence the proof of (ii) follows. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
Lemma 2.7. Kf there exist two lines of @ through each point of @, then Jp n T[-- 
s’,)a2,ViEI;. 
Proof* W.l.0.g. assume that @ f’IZ1: 1 (A, +A,, RI + B2, A, + C, +A*} by Lemm$l 
2.4(i), (ii) and (iii) and Lemtna 2.5. Suppose that the lemma is false. By Lemma 
2.5, w.1.o.g. assume that I@n~f~--Z(;i= 1. Let S~pn~;-z: and k =pn(S+-S’: 
S and S’E J3 ft 7; -xi}, i E 12. First, we assert that there exist exactly two lines of 
p, each containing S. Suppose that the assertion is fake. Then there must exist at 
least three lines of & say 1,) I2 and I,, such that S E 4 and 4 fI 2:; = 8, Vi E I+ Let 
Ii = {S. Si, Sr}, where Si E fl n 7; - 2; and S; E fl n T$ - J$., i E I,. Note t;lat 
s, eSi =S;+S;&& Vi, jc Is; 
for. otherwise, 13 n({S, Siv S,)>i 26, for some i and j E Is, Hence by Proposition 
1.3. /@--7fl*6, Vicz13. Since &i-b+- ,';/= 1, it follows that lfinrj-.;?l:~~I-C. 
ViE I,. Let S, a;ld S,E@~~+~-T: and S$ and S;E@~\T;--&. Note that Ipilz: 
4. vj E 1:. by Lemma 2.4(i). Note that I!);“,, &lag. We observe that 
p n~A(l, 3!UA( 1, I, 3)1# p: tar. otherwise, it would follow frmn Lemma 2.6 that 
(_j’ 1 cc, c ia, A,. B1, c,. D,, A,. 3,). which is not possible. So, flrtiA(l,3)U 
A(i. 1.3!!+$k afso 
Wencx we cm easily deduce that there exist three distinct Fints X,, Y, and 2, cf 
St,IP)- {PI such that {X,. u,]. iY,_ 2,) and (Z,, X,) are weak plarisinp sets in 7: 
with rcs;kzct to E;. Vi E fz. Note that &3 n T;-- ZVQ 35, Vi E I,. Now, considerin 
the distribution of the pint!+ $ #3 n 7: - E+ Vi E f,. among pit U,, V,), j = 1,2.? + 
VII,, v, E {X,. Y,. 25,). we JedurL that $W, E{X,. Y1, Z,lg and i, j, k and 1 E 1: 
such that S, + SI = Sk +,- S;. which leads to a contradiction by Lemma 2.46iii. So, 
the assertion is truts. 
t\gain assert that 1s n 7: --x-V:! = 4, Vi E I,. Since ifi n T; - E;l= 1, it Iollows from 
‘I’hcorcm 7.1 in [4:& that ifi n 7: - ::I 24. Vi E 1:. If Ip n T: - E;i a 5. Vi E f2, thert 
WC arrive trt a contraefictiun by using arguments similar to those used in establish .
ing the first assertion. So, w.1.o.g. sumc: that $3 C7 r; --X:1 = 4. ‘Now if possible. 
kt ip f-h; - r:j bus. If ia n fs -2’:!>5, then fp,\aS and (~~/=3: hence we arrive 
at ii contradiction by ~~~~~~~~ts simitar to those used in establishing the firs\ 
ar;certion. Thus i/3 f? 7; - rJ,I = 5. Now. there exist exactly two lines of B through 6’ 
am.1 let the two line5 be {S, S,, .S;> and (S, Sz, S;). where S, and S, E j3 C7 T’, - E:I 
am3 S; and S; E p 0 7: - k5. C* Hence SI + S2 = S; -k S$_. Note :hat there exist exactly 
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one line of fi through each of the points S,, S2. S ; and S$ such tha: the line meets 
,Z:, also, through each point of @ n(r; U 7:) - 2; U {S,, S2, S;, S$) there exist two 
lines of p, each of which meets 2’5. Since I@ f? 7; - &I= 5 and $ n 71 -s<( = 4, 
w.l.o.g. assume that {Si: i E I:,) - p t37$ - J$:: md (S:: i E i4)= @ iiri-25, where 
p., = ;&iS~,s*+S4, s,+s,, fqiS‘5) and -pz = (S; t S;, S; + S& S; + Si}. Note 
that IL: A - S, t- Sz = S; + S; = xApwz A, and hence ~I1,E,J; , ,,_ A = II (mod 2). 
Since <hereexist twolinesof @ througheachpointof 0. @ n(O(l, SIUAll. 1,3j)f 8: 
for, otherwise, IJf_, h = {P. A,, !3,, C,, D,, A;, &) and xAeU;_, h AfO (mod 2,. 
which is a contradiction. Suppcise that A, c A3,z @. Then U:,=, h =r 
(a,, C,, II,, B.1. Ai +A,). Also jUF_, &\=7: so, there exist two points X and 
Y E{P, A,. Ax} such that Uf-, H ={I&, C,, D,. B,, A, +A,, X, y), whence we 
deduce that EAFL,; ,(r, Af 0 (mod.2). which is a contradiction. Fe, .Z,+A,# 8. 
Similarly, p n A( 1.3) = 8. So. @ n A( 1, 1,3) # $3. L,et X, + Y, + A3 E 8, for some X, 
and Y, ES~,(P)-{P). Then we observe that !Jfw, h =={A,,B,, C,, Q, A>, B3, 
X, + Y, +A3}, whence we deduce that xnrGtJ; 1 ,+ A $0 (mod 2). which is a 
contradiction. Hentc we ctinclude that 1s f\ T; - Z’,( = 4, Vi E .!*. W.1.o.g. assume 
th.lt /3 n T; -. Z; = {S, : i E 1J and @ n 7; -- s; = {S[: i E I,), where S, + S; = 
!&+$=.I;, and c;, =(S, + S3. S2 + S,,. ST -+ S.,) and fi2 = {S; + S;, S; -t SJ, S; + Si). 
So. IU?., w,I=6 and CAcr,A =S,+S,=S;.~SS;-~,,,,A. Hence xAr.kJ:_rK 
A = 0 (mod 2). Assert that p ncJ( 1.3) UA( 1. 11.3)) = 4. Now. 
which is a contradiction. Hence A, + A, d ~3. Similarly, 0 f3 A( 1.3) = 8. Sup 
pose that X,+Y,+-A,E&X, and Y, 6: Sf,(Pb--{P}. Then Ufy, ~1, 2
{A,, B,. C,. D,. A,, B,. X, + Y, +A,): hut IlJ~_, ~j -6; thus we arrive at a con- 
tradiction. Hence ‘.ve l:=r>nclude that @nB(l, 1,3)-p. So, @n(A(l,3)U 
A(l,1.3))-$I. Then it folbrws that U,2.,,~:=(A,,B,,C,,W,,Aj,B~}. In this 
case we can alw,avs iinr! 1 and j E Id SUCK that ({A,, B,, C,, 13,. AZ. Si, Sj)) is 8 
e-space, say I,, such t:idt Ifi - &,I ~4, which is a contradiction by Theorem 7.1 in 
[4]. Hence the proof of the lemma follows. 
Lenuna 2.8, Let clzere xist two lines of p through each point of 0. Let 
{A,+AZ,B,+BZ,A,+C,+Az}!~C3, 
/J+ =fl n{s+S': S and S’ E p n r; -- E:}. i E I,, 
vx={1: I is a line of 0 and InZ;=fl}. 
!i) if ix,, Y,, Z,, WJ-St,(P)-(P), {X,, Yz.}={A,, B,} and X, +X3~@, then 
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6) If X1 f Y, +A, E /3, X1 # Y1, X, and Y1 E Sr,(P)-{P), then 
IA:, B,, Cl, D,, As, I&, X, + Yl +A4 
3 
(iii, If 0 fI(A(l,3)UA(l, 1,3))=Q), then 
(iv) If@fI(A(l,3)UA(l, 1,3))fpl, then SG]U:,,&iG8; und if@n(A(l,3)U 
A(l, 1,3))=& then 6s u;1:, k 9~7. 
W IPI G {2,3,4}. 
(vi) If Lti+ A=0 (mod2L then iUi),.+.&(5,6); also, if \U;slp+J=5, 
then ~nA(l,3~#~; and if tlJf_,l pJ=6, then BnA(l,3)U(A(l, 1?3))=p). 
Rod. @-(iii) Since there exist two lines of @ through each pint of 0, the proof 
of (i), (ii} aud (iii) follows easily from Lemmas 2.4, 2.5 and 2.5. 
(iv) The proof of (iv) follows from (i). (ii) and (iii) of this lemma. 
(v) Since for each plane &, I#3 I? &(<5. and also there exist two lines of p 
through each point of #3, we can easily deduce from Lemmas 2.4@) and 2.7 that 
IU:-, &I=‘9 if Ir#{2,3,4). 
(vi) The proof of (vi) follows immediately from (i), (ii) and (iii) d this lenuna. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
L&mm 2.9. Let there exist two lines of #3 thrvugh each point of /3, and {A, + 
A,,B,+&, A,+C,+A,)c& Then 
(iI IS n r:- P5j=S4,ViE13; and 
(ii1 ‘3i E & such tkuf I#3 r7 T:- S;l = 4. 
ploof. (iI Srappose (i) is fake. Fiit, olt;sert that I@ fir; - XC,1 G 5, Vi E I,. If possible, 
let Ifi n r:- s;l b6, for some i E 1,. Then by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.7, we conclude 
that IIJfat klb8; so, it follows from Lemma 2.8 that @n(A(l,3)U 
A( 1,1,3;1# 8. Also, {A, + A*, B, + & Al f C, + A*}c @; hence we can always 
find three distinct points X,, Y1 and Z1 in St,(P)-(f} such that {X,, YJ, {XI, 2,) 
are both weak polarising sets in 7; with respect to Z”;. Since if3 n-: - Z;la’6, we 
arrive at a contradiction by Lemma 2.4(G) and 2.7, as we consider the distribution 
of the points of /3 n 7: -2; among &(X1, Y,), i = 1,2,3, and also am+>ng 
&(X,, Z,), i = 1,2,3. Hence the assertion is true. Thus it follows that 3 E 1; such 
that !/3 CI T;--E’;] = 5. By Theorem 7.1 in [4] and Lemma 2.7, assume w.1.o.g. that 
I@nr$--Z$)b3 and l@nr$-Z+2. Let ~=/3B{SiS’: S and S%(g.k:-Z::), 
i E 1, and v = {I: I is a line of /3 and E n 2; = @I}. Then tvl~(2,3,4} by Lemma 
2.8(v). Let \r,( = 4. Since there exist two lines of @,I fJ f’=, k 1~ 7 by Lemmas 
2.4(ii), 2.6(ii) and 2.7; also, xAE~__r e A = 0 (mod 2); for, otherwise, I Uf=, gi 12 9, 
by Lemmas 2.4(G), 2.W) and (2,7),~ which is a conradiction by Lemma 2.8&j. 
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Thus we arrive at a contradiction by Lemma 2:.8(vi I. So, iv1 f 4. Again Iv\= 3 + 
IlJ;~ , pi[?8. So, by Lemma 2.8 ) LJ,‘_. I IL, I:= 8; hence we can deduce that 
5% I I’ , ~, P, = 0 limed 2). But this leads to a contradiction by Lemma 2.8(vi). So, 
lv)=2. But \~[==2j\U~=, ~~127. Now, we can deduce that CAEU:,,W,A=O 
(mod 2); for, otherwise, it would follow that (l_If_ I ~~129, which is in contrary to 
Lemma 2.8(k). Thus we arrive at a contradiction by L,emma 2.8(G). Thus Iv\ # 2. 
This leads to a contradiction. Hence the proof of (i) follows. 
(ii) Suppose (i.i) is false. By Theorem 7.1 in [4] and (i) of this lemma we assume 
w.1.o.g. that \/3 I-I 7: -- yC;I = 3. Vi E I,, and 2 5 I@ n T: - E’:I s 3. Note that 1 VI $ (3.4; 
by Lemmas 2.4(ii), 2.6(ii) and 2.7. So, Iv\ = 2 b:y Lemma 2.8(v). Then we observe 
that CAEIJ: , Fr A = 0 (mod 2). Now, I@ n rr; -- Z$I = 3 => I U ;=, h I = 6, which leads 
to a contradictkn by Lemma 2.8(vi). Hence 113 n 7: --Z:\ = 2. So, it follows that 
j i_j:_, ~i( = 5 by Lemma 2.4(ii). 2.6(ii) and 2.7. So. by Lemma 2.8(vi) it follows, 
that pfId(l,3)#9). SO~Y,ESI,(P)--(P)~~~ X,~{A~,&}such that X,+X,E@ 
w.1.o.g. assume that s, +n,Ep. Then IJ,‘_ \ pi =(St,(P)-{I'. X,))U 
(R- X +A,).LetSi~Sr!~;-~:,SI~pr!7:-~:,i~P3andSI~~Bn7~-~lt.i~IL, ,-I, --I 
where ,S, +S; = S: and S,+S$ = Sl;. Now w.1.d.g. assume that X, E{A,, C,}. If 
X, = A,, then there exists a 6+pace, say x’,,, such that Zc, = ((B,, C,, _D,, &, 
B7. S,, S}) 2nd p --X6 ={I’, A,, AZ* A3}, But this is a contr:adictiun by Theorem 
7.1 in [4]. Thus (ii) is proved. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 2.10. Zf r he an odd integer 23, rhen there exists a point PE /3 such that 
(r. 3, 3btangential stignr svsretn does not exist krlt respecr to P. 
Proof. Suppose that the lemma is false. By Proposition 1.4 and Lemma 2.3, there 
exists a point PE /3 such that ;t,(P) = {P, A,, E,, c’,. 0,) and St,(P) = {P, AI. B,}, 
i ~~2.3, where P+X,$@. VX,ESI,(P)-{P}. Let Z\=(Uf_, Sri(P)), and T;,T~ 
and of, be the three 6-spaces, which are on 2:. No;c that there exists two lines of 
0 through each point of /3: so, by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.7. assume w.1.o.g. that 
{A,+Az, -B, +B,, A,+C,+AZ}~/3. By Lemmas 2.‘7 and 2.9, assume \:.l.o.g. that 
jpn~;-_cC51=4 and 2<I@nT!--Z~(~4, ViEj2,3). Let pi =pn{S--S’: S and 
S’E/3nT;--EC:}, iE13 and v={I: 1 is a line of @ and lnr’<=@}. ;3y Lemmaa 
2.8(v), (vJE(~. 3.4). But (z*i=3IS IU:_, piIs9, by Lemma 2.4(ii), 2.6rii) and 2.7, 
which is in contrary to Lemma 2.8(iv). Let [VI = 4. Then Ifi n r; - If:1 = 4, Vi E I:,, 
5 , I’ A L= 0 (mod 2) and 1 U ;’ ~, pi 13 6 and henoe by Lemma 2.8 1 IJ f.=, p, j =I 6 
a!qd I_:;‘, p; ={A,.tl,,C1, D,,A,.B,). Let SiEpf1T;-xk, SIEpnr;-x; and 
s:l~ fl f-h;-2:;. where S, +S:=S:l.. ViEIj. 1V.i.o.g. assume pr ={S,+S,. !&+SJj,, 
CL.: =z {S; t S:, S,$+ S:) and pJ = {S','t ST, Sz + Sz). W.1.o.g. assumt that (S, + 
Sz, :& + S,} = {X,, Y,)., where in, and Y, E S?,(P) -{P), X, # k-,, and SI and $E 
7?(P) - 71 (P) and Sz and S,E TV -- n(P). Now. we kve eitht:r {A,, B,) G p,, for 
some i c {2,3) or {A,, B3} $ CLi, Vi ~{2,3}. Note thal (A,. B3} G !Jf_:! k. In both 
cases we can find an i E I., such that Si + Sr E .ri(P) -- IT(P) and Sy E TV - v(P). 
where I’ ;i k, j and k E I,: but this is in contrary ‘(0 our assumption that Si d- S[ = Sy, 
Yic ir -I. Eience /z/i f- 4. 5:). 11’) = 2. Because of L.emm 1s 2.4iE!. 2.6(K) and 2.7. WC’ 
csiIv dcduc thal [[J,’ , p,) ~6 and y,,,, j ,: lL, 4 = II (mod 2). y Lemma 2.Pilvi\, 
we conclude that IUp_, Fi(=6 and IJ%, g, ={Ar, B,, C,, D,, AJ, B3}. Let Si E 
p t-1 7; - z,c;, i E Zz, where S, t-S{ = Sg and S,+ S; =: Sg. W.1.o.g. we can assume 
that ZJ~={S,+S~,S?+S~,S~+S~}. Since Itii’=l &\=6, we assume w.1.o.g. that 
IPnr;- Ls;] = 3 and ]p n 7:--X:1=2. Let S;E@~T$--X;u(S:,SS}. Then p2= 
{S;+S~,S~~S~}and~.~={S);fS;I}.ByLemma2.8(vi),~~(A(l,3)CJA(l, 1,3))= 
~;also~n(A(l,2)UA(l, 1,2))={A,+A,,Z~,+B,,A,+C,+A,}; and U”=, k= 
{A,, B,,C,, D,,A,.B,}. Zf S,+S,=A,, S,+S,=B,, S,i-&=A,, S;+S;=B,, 
S$; ,S; = C,, S’,‘+ Sg = D,, rhen ({A,, B,, Cl, D,, Aa, S{, Sly}) is a 6-space, say &, 
and Z3 - &, = {A3, B3, S>, S,) and hence iZ3 -- &( < 5, which is a contradiction by 
Theorem 7.1 in [4]. If :;,+!&=A,, &+&=A,, S,+S,=B,, G;+S;-R,, 
S; i S: = C, and !?,‘-I- Si = ZJ,, then ({B,, Cl, D,, EL, A3, Sz, SG}) is a 6-space, say 
Xi,, and Z3 -X;, ={P, A,, A:, gj} xnd hence I/3 -zC:,l<5, which is a contradiction. 
In each case we can find similarly a 6-space, say S,, such that 113 -&I ( 5, which 
leads to a contradiction. Hc:nce the lemma is true. This completes the proof. 
Let r be an odd integer 33 and PE #3 such that (r, 3,3)-tangential G,tigm system 
does not exist with respect to P. Let St,(Pj = (P, A,, A2, As, Ad, ,q5, A,} and 
St,(P)={P, B,, B,, B,, B4}, where B,-i-B,=A,+A, and B,+B,=P+A,-tA,. 
Let 
d, ={kP+B, +A,: k =0 or : (mod 2), i, jf Zz}, 
A2={kP+Bi+Ai: k=Oor l(mod2), iEZ..-ZZ, jEZ2}, 
A,={kP+Bi+Ai: k=Oor l(mod2), iEZ2, jcZ6-Z2), 
A, = { kP + Bi + Ai : k = 0 or 1 (mod 2), i E L, - Z2, j E Z6 - Z,), 
&={kP+Bi+A,+A,+A,: k=Oor 1(mod2),i~Z2,r~Z~~.s,t~Z6-Z2), 
3,, = {kP -i- Bi + A, + A, + A,: k = 0 or 1 (mod 2), 
A,={kP+ZI$+A,+A,: k=Oor i(mod2), ieZ2, reZ2, SEZ~-Z~), 
A,=ikP+Bi+A,+A,: k=z13or l(mod2),iEZJ-Z12, ~EZZ, SEZ~-Z~}, 
A,-{kP+Bi+A,+A,: k=O or 1 (mod 2), i E Z,, r, s E &,-I&, 
A,,, = { kP + B, + A, f A, : k = 0 or 1 (mod 2). i E Z4 - I,, r, s E I6 - Z2}, 
A,,={kP-tB,+B,+A,.: k=Oor l(mod2), iEZ2,jEZ4--Z2. ~EZ~\, 
3,>={kPi B,+B,+A,: k=Oor (mod2).i~Z,,i~Z,-Z,, rc Zb-Z2). 
d,,=IkPtO,cB,+A,+A,+A,: k=Oor l(mod2), 
i. r E I,. ) E z, - 12. s, t E zfj -- I,}, 
A,,-{kP+A,+AL+Ai: k ~0 or 1 (mod2), i~Zi,-Zx). 
~,,={A,i-A,+Ai: i,jeZ,--I,). 
A,,=(A2+AA, t.A,: i,j~1~--L}. 
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Eemma2.11. (9 ~~nAi~~l,Vi~{1,5,~6.7,8,11, 13). 
(ii) (/3 fl Ai 1 G 3, Vi E {S, 4). 
(iii) 16 qAi)<2, ViE(2, 9. 10, 12). 
(iv) If findi+@, then /3tTAi=fdl V{i,j}~{{1,5). {l,??, (1, 111, (1, IS], {2,6}, 
(2% 12,111, (2,131, I3,5), 13971, (3391, 13,121, (3,131, {4,6), {4,3), {4,10). 
(4,121, (4: 131, ;7,91, (7, 111, I7,12), {7,131., (8, lo), (8,11), (8,121, (8, 131, 
(9,121, (9,131, IlO, 121. {10,13)). 
(v) If kP + pi -t A, E !3, j’k sonte A c 12% j E Ie- 12, k = 0 10; 1 (mod 2), ti?ld 
PflAg#@, thea @fIA,GlBi+Ai+A,,k tBi+Ai+Al}, fOrsO’m@ I~Zc,-(l,2,j}. 
(vi) If kP+Bi+.5EP, for some iEP4 - I,, j E I,,-- I,, and k = 0 or 1 (mod 2). 
and @ fI A I() # $4, ~WI @ fI d 10 s {Bi + Ai + ,4k. P + Bi c ,4i + ,4k}, for SO~TW k E 
I,- 1172, il. 
(vii) If Bi + Ai ~:i, iE{3.4}, j~{l,2}, then P+B,+A,C@, Vk,l~l~, kfl. 
Proof. (i; Let XE @ fl A,. Rearranging the suRixes, assume w.l.o.g. that kP+B, + 
,4, E py k =0 or i (mod 2). Then t(P, Ai, Ai, Ak)n((B,, A.,, A&={B,+A,}, 
i#j#k, i,j,kEZ6- .Z,, whence it follows that I@ nA,i G 1. Similarly, we deduce 
that (Ij~A,~~1,~is{l,5,6,7,8.11,13}. 
(ii) Tf kP + Bi + A, E /.S, k = 0 or 1 I:mod ;!), i E Z.2, j E Z6- ZJ, then 
t(P, Ak, A,, A,,?) r: ({i?:, I&, 4,}) -{B, + A,}, whe,re tE I*-(i), {k, Z, m} = 
$,-{l, 2, j}. Again, if kP+Bi+A, and /~‘P+B,+A,E@, k and k’=O or 
1 (mod 2j, i E I,, f f k. i, k E Z, - Zz, then t(P, A,, AZ, At)n({Q, Ai, A,\}= 
{B, +A, +Ak), jf I# k, {j, k, 1)~ Zh--Zz. Hence (B nA,ls3. Similarly, 1s flAd,j63. 
(iii) If kP+Bi +A( ~0. iE(q,4). jEZ2. then r(F! Ak, Al, A,, )fi({Ai, Bx, B,})= 
{B, -+ Ai}, {j, t} = { 3. a(,), k + 1# HI # k, k.. I, m E It, - Z2, and t(P, A,,, A,. A, 1 n 
({rri.A,,A,}?={Bi+/t), {r,j}=Iz, k#I#m+k. k..I,mEZ,--I:!. Hence If3nAlj~ 
2. Similarly, we sho.a that I@ n Ai1 <2, Vi E (9, 10, 12). 
(iv) Let @ n Al # $1 and XE p f-l Al. W.1.o.g. assume that kP- B, + Al E /3. Theu 
t(P! Ai, Ai, Ak) n({B!, Al, A2}>={B, +,42}, i+i#k, i, j, k E 1, - I*. Also, 
t(P B,, Ai, A,,Ak)l?({Z3,, A,, AJ)=IR,+A,}, t~.(3,4}, if j$ k, i, j, ~E&-Z~. 
Hence findi=& Vi~{5,7,11,13}. Similarly. /3nAi+fl+BnAi=fl, V(i,j}E 
{{l, 5}, { 1,7}, { 1, 1 I}, 11, 13)). The rest of the proof of (iv) is completed by similar 
arguments. 
(v) Proceeding as in the proof of (ii), we prove (v). 
(vi) proceeding as in the proof of (iii), WI: prove (vi). 
(vii) W.1.o.g. assume that &+A, E p. ‘T’hsn t(EJi, B,)I’T({P, .A,, B3})={PfAI} 
and t(Bi, BJ (7 ({P, AZ, B,)) -{P + A,], Vi E 1;. Hence (vii) is proved. This com- 
pletes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 2.12. If Sr,!P)={P, B, +A,, kP+R,+A,,B,+A,, kF’+B,+-JA5}_ *vhere 
k = 0 or 1 (mod 2), l.‘ien (il (0 fl{P+A.,, B, tA,)( = 1, and 
(iii P*~Ai~p, ‘v’ic 1,--Z,. 
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Proof. Since kP + B2 + Aj and kP+ &+A, E p, it follows that t(P, B,, Ai, Ai) n 
((82, B4, A,}) = {B, + B4 -I- AJ, Vi, j E Z,-- Z,, i # j, whence i’ follows that 
(P, B1, Ai, Ai} is a polarising set with respect to the 6-space &, where 
&= ({B,, Bz, B3. B4, AS, A.,, As}), Vi, j E Z6-Z3, if j. Note that A6~ &; and 
(A~,A*,B,+A*,BJ+A,}EB-~‘~. Since IS-X+5, 3sq3--&lJ 
{A,, AZ, Bl +A,, B,+A,}. NOW, k’P+Ai +Ai +A,# Z3, k’=O OX’ 1 (mod 2), Vi E 
Z2, Vj, I E Z6- Z,, j# I; for, otherwise, there would exist k E I,-(1,2,3, j} sutih that 
we can easily arrive at a contradiction by considering the distribution of the points 
A,,A,,B,+A,, B,+A, and k’P+Ai+Aj+A, among pi(P,B1,A4,A5), i= 
1,2.3. Hence, the assertion is true. Now B,+ A, E Z3 =$ t(B2, B4) fl({P, Al, B1}) = 
{P+ A ,} + P + A, $ p. Let us now consider the distribution of the points Ai, A2, 
B,+A,, B,+A, and S among &P, B1, A4,A5), i = 1,2,3. Sirce P+A, and 
k’P+ Ai + A,+ As sf p, k’ = 0 or 1 (mod 2) and Vi E Z2, it follows from Lemma 
2.11 thatSE{P+AZIBJ+Az}.But(P+Az,Bq+AZ}~BjiPn({P,A,,B,})j~6, 
yhich is a contradiction. Hence 10 n(P+A,, B,+A,}I = 1. 
(ii) Suppose (ii) is false. W.1.o.g. assume that P+ A,E 0. Since (r, 3,_3)- 
tangential stigm system does not exist with respect to P, it follows from (i) that 
P + Az E /3. Now, let & = ({P, A3 + A4,A3 + As, A,+A,, B,+B,, B,+A,+A&. 
Then & is a 5-spaze, and fi n J& = (P} by Lemma 2.11. Thus -C, is another 
tangent ok P Let T;, T; and ~5 be the tbJee 6-spaces on Xc,. Then w.1.o.g. assume 
that fi. E ~1, Vi E Z?, Ai ~75, Vi~{3,4,5,6) and Bi E ~5, Vi EZ+ Thus we get a 
(3.3. 5)-tangential stigm system with respect to P; but this leads to a contradic- 
tion. So, P+ A4 6 0. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Len- 2.13. St,(P)#{P, B,+A,, k*‘P+B,+A,, B,+A,, k*P+B,+A,}, where 
k*=O or 1 (mod2). 
humf. If possible, let St,(P)=(P, B,+A,, k*P+B,+A,,B,+A,, k*P+B,+ 
AJ, where k” = 0 or 1 (mod 2). So, Vi ~(4,5,6} and Vj ~{2,3}, 
t(P,B,, Ai)n({B,, B_+,Aj))={B,--B,+Ai}, whence it follows that ViE{4,5,6}, 
{P, B,, A,} is a poiarising set with respect to the 6-space J&,(i), where X,(i) = 
({B,, B2, BJq B1, Al, A,, A!}). Because of Lemma 2.11, there exist two distinct 
integers, say M and n, m, n E {4,5,6), such that kP+ B, +A,,, and kP + B, + 
A,,$ & k = 0 or 1 (mod 2). W.1.o.g. assume that (m, n) = {5,6}. Now, {P, B,, A4} is 
a polarising set with respect to X6(4). Since (fl- &(4))(>5, there exist 
Si E #3 - X6(4) U (A5, A,}, i E I:,, St # S,, Vi. j E 13. Considering the distribution of 
the points of 0 -X,(4) amo’ng &(P, B,, A,), i = l., 2,3, we assume w.r.0.g. 
that As c, pk(P, B,, A.,) and A6~ pf(P, B,, A,&. Since t(B,, B3, Ai, &) t7 
({k*P+ B1, k*P+B,, A3})={B2+B4+A3), if j, ViEZz and #~EZ~--Z~, it follows 
that A,iA,i-A,$& VZEZ~-Z+ Assert that P+A,+A,+A,$& VIE{S,B}. If 
possible. let P+A,+Az+AI~p. for some !~{5,6}). Then P+A,+A,+A,E 
&P, B,, AJ. Since kP+ B,-t A, and Pi-A!&& Vj~{5,6} and Vt~{4,5,6}, k =O 
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or l(mod2), 3i~Is such that SiEpi(P:Bl,AA). So, Si fY+A,+Az+r&E 
({P, B1, Ad}). By Lemma 2.11, it follows that Si +P-t-A,+A,+A, =P and hence 
Si=R,+A,+A,, 1~{5,6}. But this is not possible. So, .P-t-A,+A,+A,$& 
2’1 E {5,6}. Hence by Lemma 2.11, we conclude that /3 fl rl(P) - &(4) U 
{.As, A,}= t3. Again, by Lemma 2 11, we deduce that 3 E I, such that 
Si 6 pz(P, B,, Ad). W.1.0.g. assume that S1 E p:(P, B,, A,). But As E p:(P, B1. Ad); 
so, S,+A,E(~~,,,,A~})-~~(P). Since kP-B,-t-Ai$@, Vj~{5,6}, k = 0 or 
1 (mod 2), and also P+Ai$ p, VjE{4,5,6} by Lemma 2.12, it follows that 
S’,+A,=kP+B,+A,, w%ere k = 0 or 1 (mod 2). Hence S1 E{B~ +A4+ As, 
El,+A,+A,}. Now, Si$pi(P, BI, A,,), ViE{2:, 3); for, otherwise, 3iE(2,3) such 
that {S,, Si} = {B, + A,+ Ag, 8, -t& t A6} ancl hence {P, S,, Si) &ld be a line of 
p’ in TJP), thus giving rise to an (r, 3,3:-tarigeratial stigm system with respect to P, 
where I is an odd integer ~3. Hence Si $ &:P, B ,, A,), Vi c {2,3}. By Lemma 
2.11, we deduce that Si$ &!(I’, B1, A,), Vi CG /2,3). So, Si E pz(P, B,, A,), Vi E 
(2, 3j. So, S: +S,E({P, Ek),, A,}). Since 13 ~T~(P)--&(~)U{A~, A,}=& it follows 
that Sz and S,$T~(P). Now, S,-t-Si~ dP)=$ S,-!-S,E((P, &, A,})n~(P)j 
S2 + S3 = P 3 B, + A2 E ii and {.P, Sz, S,) c TJP), by Lemma 2.12 and the fact that 
$Ii:r. 3,3)-tangential stigm system with respect to P. Since kP+B, +, Airf 0, Vi E 
{5,6}, k := 0 or 1 (mod 2) ancl S2 + S3 = P, we deduce that S2 = B, + A, and 
S, = P f B, t Ai, for some i E {5,6}. Then we can find a non-null set A such that 
A G St,(P) and r(A)ft({P, & -t .4 ,, B, + Ai}) = fl, which leads to a contradiction. 
Hence S2+ S,C n(P). Since S:! and S,$ TV and Sz + S3 g r(P), we assume 
w.1.o.g. that $E T?(P) and &E r,(P). Hence S> +S,E(!P, B1, &})ns-,(P)--v(P). 
So, S, + S, = kP + A,, where k =z 0 or 1 (mod 2). BY Lemma 2.11, we deduce that 
SX= k,P+Ri+A,+ and Sz= b,P-tB,+A,+A.*, for some j”~{S,6)., k, -0 or 
ii (mod 2), Vi E I?. Now, let S; and S; E /3 -Z,(j*) U(Aj, A,, k,P-t-B,+A,+ Ai*}. 
where {I*, I} ={S, 6). Let us now consider the distribution of the points of 
13 --.Z,(j*) among p;(P, PI, A,,). i = I, 2-3. Since kP + I?, -b Ai~t f3, Vj E {5,6j, k = 
0 or ! (mod 2). P+ Ai$ 6, Vi ~:{4,5,6}, and there does not exist any (r, 3,3)- 
tangential stigm system with respect to P, r being an odd integer 33, it follows 
from Lemma 2.11 that {S;,S{}:={B,+A,, P+B,+A,} and hence B,+A,E/~ by 
Lemma 2.12. Thus 
p 2 (,$, Sfi(P))U{B, t-A,* B,+A.;, Pt.6: -;A,. S,, Sly S,}, 
where 
S,E{E&+A,+A+ B,+,k,fA~, P+B:,+A,+A,, P+ B,+R,+A,\, 
and 
&E{&+A~. &+A,;, P+rB,+A& 
Now, t(B,, Bq, A3)n({P, B1, Ai})=~{P+Ai}, Vi~{l,4} and 02, &l, A,) n 
({P, B,, ~12)) = {P + A71 ; als3, i!(BZ, B;,, A, I n ({P, B, Ad}) = (P-t AJ and 
f(&, B,, AX) n({P, B,, .A,‘) = {P +A?}. Thus WC deduce that both {B,, R,, A3} 
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and {Bz, Bq, A3} are polarising sets with respect to the 6-space J&(4). Note that 
As, A,6, S1, S2 and S, E /3 -X6(4); and considering the distribution of the points of 
j3 - &(4) among &B2, B,, A,), i = 1,2,3, we conclude that S1 = B,+ A,+ A6 
and S, E (B,-+ A,+ As, B,+ A,+ A6}. Now, considering the distribution of the 
points of /3 --X1:,(4) among p!JB,, B3, A,), i = 1,2,3, we arrive at a contradiction, 
which is due to the assumption that the lemma is false. This timpletes tile proof. 
Lemma2.14. Sf,(P)f{P,k,P-tB,+A,, k,P+B,+A,, k,P+B,-+A,, k,P+B,+ 
A.J, where k = 0 or 1 (mod 21, t/i E j4. 
Proof. If possible, let St,(P) = {P, k,P+ B, + Aj, kzP + B2 + A,, k3P + R3 + A,, 
k,P+ B, -t A,), where ki = 0 or B (mod 2:1, V!: E I.+ Suppose ki = 1 (mod 2), for 
some i E 2,. W.1.o.g. assume lhat k, = 1 (mod2); so, P+B,-tA,r-p. Then 
P~B~+A~EB~~(A~.A~,A~,A~)~((P,,~,B,})=~, and P+B,+A,E~+ 
01, &, AS, &)n({P, As, .%.J) = a. Hence w.1.o.g. assume that St,(P) = 
(P,k”P+B1+A3,B2+A*, k*P+Bg+A3,B4fA4}, where k*=O or l(moci2). 
Let & = ({B,, Bz, Bs, Bq, .?j, A.+, Ad}). Since I@ -.&I a 5, 35, E fi -&U {A,, Ad, 
i = 1.2,3, Si#Si, ifj, i,jlE&. By Lemma 2.11, assume w.1.o.g. that S,E{B,+A,, 
B I + A,). SZE{&+A,, B,+A,, B,+A,, B,+Az} and &E{P+.~~, 
P-t AZ, P+ S,). Because of Lemma 2.11, assume w.1.o.g. that S, = B1 + Al and 
Sz=Bs+Az. But 13,+A,EB~t(B,,B,)n((P,A,,B,))={P-~-A,}=jP+A,~p. 
So, S3 E {P + A,. B, + .4,}. Note that Sj = B4 + A, =$ S2 t- S3 = P. So, there is a line 
of 0 which contains P and is contained in TV, for some i ~(1,3). Since there 
does not exist any (r, 3,3)-tangential stigm system with respect to P, r being an 
odd integer 23, there does not exist any iine of /3 which contains P and is 
contained in rz(P). Assert that P+ Ai# 6, Vj E {5,6}. If possible, let P + Aj E p, for 
some jE{5,6}. W.l.0.g. assun~l. that P+ A, E 8. It follows that S3 = P + A,. By 
Lemma 2.13, we conclude that the &space ((P, A3 + Ad, A,+ A,, A,+ A,, 
t3, + B3. B1 + A, +A,}) is another tangent of P, say T’. Let 7’1,~; and 7; be the 
three &spaces on 7r’. W.1.o.g. assum that Ai E 7’1, Vi E I,, Ai E 71, Vi E &--I,, and 
Bi E ~5, Wi E Ih. Hence there exists a (5,3,3)-tangential stigm system with respect 
to P. This is a contradiction. Thus P+Ai# #?, VIE {5,6}. Assert that 
A,+A,-tA,#/3, Vj~{5,6}. Note that t(B,, B3, Ai, Ai) 9 ({&, Bq, AJ) = 
{B,+B,+A,}, Vi, j+z{3,5,6}. So, P+A,E~(B~, B3, Ai, Ai), Vi, jE{3,5,6}, 
whence it follows that A, -t A,+ Ai$ p, Vj E {S, 6). Again, we assert that 
P+A,+A,+Ai$@, VjE{5,6,. We have ST=B,+A, and $=R,+A,; SO, 
tU? B,, A2 f-V{& BJv A,)) = (N,+ B, + A& Also, t(P, Bt, AJ 1-1 #-L EL A& = 
(&+ B,+ Ad}. Hence it follows that (;P, B,, A41 is a polarising set with respect to 
the 6-space Z;, where X;, = ({B,, 1?2, B3, B4, Al, AX, A,}). Since I@ -&Is 5, 
3S,%@-&,U{A5,Ah,P+A,+A2+As}, i= 1,2. Gnsidering the distribution of 
the points of /3 - -C;I among p\(P, B,, AJ, i = 1,2, we observe that 3i E. I2 such 
that S: and P+A, +A, + ASP &(P, B,, A4), for some Jo I,: hence WC! deduce 
from Lemma 2.11 that S; = A, + A2 + A,. But A, + AZ +- A4 $ p. Thus we arrive at 
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a contradiction. So, P + A I + / z ‘,A,$& Similarly, P+A,+A: +Aip/3, VIE 
{S, 6). Again, l/3 - z‘k\a 5. L 1 SI:E fi - 2; U{.A5, A,}, i -= 1,2,3. From above and 
by Lemma 2.11, we dedv x that (S’_:: ~EZ~}G{&+A~+A~, P+B,+A,-t-A,, 
Bj -t A, + A,, P + & + A, + I, :m, for some j and IE{S, 6). Hence it follows &at 
there exists a line of p whl .;i contains P and is contained TV. Ijut this is iI1 
contrary to an earlier remark. Hence the proof of the lemma follDw&;. 
hemma 2.15. St,;‘Pj is not a line. 
Proof. If Fossible. let St,(P) be a line. &cause of Lemma 2.11, w.1.o.g. it is 
enough to consider the following three cas’:s. 
Case I. St,(Z’j- [P, B,+A,, B,+A,). 
Case 2. Sr,(P)={P, B,+A,, P+B, +A,}. 
Case 3. St,(P) = {Z’, B,+A,, P+B,+A,}. 
Case 1. Let Sr,(P) = (P, B3 + A,. Bj t A*}. Since there does not exist any 
(r, 3,3)-tangential c’tigm system with respect to P, we observe that there does not 
exist any line ot /3 in T,(P), Vi E { 1, 2). Hence P-C Ai $ p, Vi E Zh. Let sh = 
/jB,.B,,B,,B,,A,,A,,A,}?. Since I@--&la5. ~SEP-~‘,U{,~,,A,,B,+A,, 
B,+A,}. Since B,+A, and B,tA7~p, P+Bii-A,$& Vi.j~z~. !%I. ~.l.o.g. 
as!;ume that S = B, + A,. Assert that P+ Bi + A, and P+ Bi + Ai + Ak$ /3, 
Vi E 113.4) and vj, k E I, - I;. P + B, + ~3 E P + W, B,. B ,I) n f(Az, A3. 
A,, A,)=& since B,+A, =P+B,+A,E& So, P+B,+A,$p. Similarly., 
P+B,+Ai$& Vj& Zh-Z2. Agaiin, since B,+ A2 = P.‘- El3 + A, E /3, we can 
show that P+B,+A,$ P, !fj E z6- 12. Now, P-i-B,+A,+A_,Epj 
f(A2, A,. A,, A,\ O({P, B3, B,}) = 14, which is a contradiction. Hence F’+ B,+ 
A, + Ad+! p. Sinl~larly. we can show that P+ Bi +Ai +Ak$ /3. Vi ~{3,4} and 
Vj,kc:Z,-I,. L t ~h(i,j)=({B1,E3:2.B,,BJ,A1,Ai,Al}), where ifj. i,jEZh--ZZ. 
Clearly, &(i, jJ is a &space, Vi, j SE ih- Zz. Since 16 - &(i. jI\ 3 5, Vi, j E Z,- Z2, 
and B,+A, and B,+A,E@. and P+Bi+Ai and P-Bi+Ai+A,$p+ 
ViEZj-ZIz, Vj, iE&-Zz. we deduce from Lemma 2.11 that w.1.o.g. 0 z{B,+ 
A,. B,+A,, B,+A,+A,q kiP+B,+ 453 k,P+Rz+Ai, il,P+B,+A,+A,), 
where k, # k,, ki = 0 or 1 (mod 2), Vi E Z+ j E (3.4. 6) and I E {3.4,6)-{j}. 
Now let m’=({A,+A,.. A,+&, A,+A,, A, t ,I,, B,+B,, B,+A,+A,)). 
Clearly, x’ is a S-space. By Lemma 2.11, p T 7~’ = 1 P}. So 7r’ is a tangent 
of P. Let T;, T; 2nd T$ be the three 6-spaces on IT’. ‘li,en w.1.o.y. we can assume 
that A, and A, E T;, A, E r;, Vi E Z,- Z2, and B, E ~5, ‘Jj E Zd. !3y Lemma 2.11, 
we conciude that w.1.o.g. /3~(Ui;~, Sti(P))U{B,+A,, B, +A,. B,+A,, 
&+A,+&, B, +A,, P--B, +A,, B,+A,, P+B,--A,, k;‘+B,+A,+A,), 
where k = 0 or 1 (mod 21, j&(3,%, 6}, and IE{:;, 4,6)- (j). Note that 
l/3 n{P+ B, :-As, P-tB,+A,}l= 1. Since 7~’ is a tangent of P, T; must contain an 
odd stigm of @. say St’. Clearly, St’ is either {P. BI t A,, P+ B1 -r A,) or (P, B2 f 
A,. Pi-B, + A,). where j ~{3,4,6}. Hence we g!r,e’t a (5,3,3btangential stipm 
\y\tem tvith respect to P. This is a contradiction. ‘Thus Case 1 is not possible. By 
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similar arguments we can show that the Cases 2 and 3 are not possible. This 
completes the proof. 
Lemma 2.16. Let ti be an odd integer 23, i E 13, and P a point of p such that 
(r,, 3,3)-tangential stigm system does not exist with reqbect to P. Then there does not 
exist any (7, ra, r,)-tangential stigm system with respec’t to P. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the Lemmas 2.1,2.11, 2.113, 2.14 and 
2.15. 
l-et PE/~, St,(P?={P,A,.R,,~,;,D,}, REIN, where A1+B,=A,+B2 and x5== 




A;={kP+X,+Xz: XiE4, i~{1.2}, k=O or l(mod2)}, 
A;={kP+X,+X,: X,~y,,i~(1,2),k=Oor l(mod2)), 
A;={X,+Y,+x$ X,Ecu,,Y,Ey,,X~E-y~}, 
A;,=(X,+Y,+Xz: X,EC~,,Y~E~,,X+& 
A:={X,+Xz~.Yz: X1~a,,X2~~z, Yz~y,}, 
A;,=(X,4X~+Yz: XIEyi.X:!EQL*r Y*EY~). 
A:={P+X,+X~: XiECYi.0rX,EY,,IE{1,2}}, 
Also, let T:, T; and ~1; be the three &spaces on &. 
1Jsing the above notations, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.17. (i) !f P+Xi$ 13, YXi E S&(P)--(P), Vi ~(1, ‘I}, then 
/3n”Y4- h SIi(P)Ci 6 A:. 
I-1 i =l 
(it: Let {X,, k’,: = {A,, N } when {X,, Y,} = iC2, D,} and {X,, Y,} = (C,, DI} 
wherl {X2, Yz} = {A?, 61,). If X, +X,E /3,, then borh X, + Y2 ud Y, +X2 are 
atfenwarion points wifh respect fo X5. 
(iii) I/3 fl A:] c 2, Vi E{ 1, 21; also. if S, and S2 are two disrinct yoirrts of /3 13 A,, 
i c { 1, 2). then S, -t S, = f. 
(iv) Zf /3 !l A, # $9, i E { 1, 2), then each point of Ai U! A, U A9 is an attenuation point 
w.idt respect o &. where {j, A,:} = { 5, 7) when i = 1 and {j. k} = Cti, S) wheti i = 2. 
(v) \@r-ICA, UA, UA,,js 1, Ii., j. k) E {43,6,7). {% 5.8)); also if 
I@ fI (A, U A, U A,, )I = 1, {I, j, X.1 E {{3, 6. 71, 1.4, 5. S]), the?7 ea<M poi~zt OE Ai ‘J Ai U 
-?I, - ,!3 is :m nrtenuatim poi:lr wirh respect lo T ^Ls- 
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(vi) Zf S,, Sz, S3 and S,, are four rlistinci points of 0 f~ T’,‘-- x5, f E ZJ, then 
5, -- Si f Sk + S,, {i, j, k, I} = Z4. 
(vii) Zf Z3 n 7:1-- C, = {S}, r E Z.s, and S,, Sz, S3 and S, are four distinct ,-,ninfs of 
p--r:’ such that S, -+ Si = S,, + S,, {i, j, k, I} = Z,, then S” + S, $ (p n &) U {S + X: 
X 5 C,}, Vu, u E 14. 
(viii) Zf Ip n T’:- C,( a2, Vt E Z3, and S,, S2. S, and S, are four distinct point.t of 
p - 25, thett Si + Si # Sk + St, {i, j, k. I} = Id. 
Proof. (i)-(v) The results (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) are proved in Lemma 2.3 in [S]. 
(vi) Proc:zeding exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.4(i) we can prove (vi). 
(vii) If possible, let Si E /zl- ~:1, tE Z,, i E Z,, Si # Si, is j, i, j E Za, and Sl + S2 = 
S,+S,. Because of (vi) assume w.1.o.g. that S, and !$E fi no):-& and S3 and 
S, E p n 7.: - &, {r, s, t} = Z3. Now, if S,+S,=S3+SJ=XEZ3n&, then we arrive 
at a contradiction by proceeding exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.4(iii). Again, 
let S, + S3 = S,+ S, - S + X, \vhere XE &. Let S, + Sa = Y: clearly YE Es. Now, it 
is easy to check that %l z /3 05, such that r(A)n({X, Y}>=@ Then 
r(A U{S}h-MS,. S-l. S,})=p). Th us we arrive at a contradiction. Hence. (vii) is 
proved. 
(viii) Proceeding exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2.l(iil we pri:ve (viii’). This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Let P be a point of 0 such that (I; 3.3)-tangential stigm system does not exist 
with respect to P, r being an odd integer 23.: ‘Let St,(P) = {P, Ai, Bi, C’i* Di}. 
i = 1,2.3. I-et 
A’:={kP+X,tX,: k=Oor l(mod2), ifi.i.jEZ3}. 
A; = {P+&: X, E Sfi(Pk{P}, i E Z;] 
A~={X, + Yi t-X, +X,: X, E{A,, 13,). Y, ~{Cil Di}, 
X, E St,(P) -{PI, t E Ii, kl, Ii. j, kl= Z,) 
A:‘={X, + Ye ‘-X, :X, E{A~, Bi}, YiE{Ci, U,), 
X,ESt,(P)-{Pl, Ifi, i,jElyl. 
~~=~x,+Y,+.~,-t-t‘):+Xk:X~E{n,,B,}. Y,E{C,,D,}, 
tE(i, j}. X, G St,(P)-{P], {i, j, k) = Z,}. 
UGng tht above notations. we have the follcnvinp lemmas (Lemmas 2.18-2.2’1). 
roof. Suppose that the lemma is false. Then by ‘Theorem 7.2 in [4], n:=, Ait P) 
.I.o.g. assume that *4, + B, = A, + B? = A, -t B, and 
Assert that 0 -- lJi _, StiIP)C (Jf:, A:‘. If possible. 
I-K! S$ IJ,' , A’/. Clearly. SF l,_J: ~7 If S E A;, assume 
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w.1.o.g. that S =A,+C,+A,+A,; then t<P, C1, S)n({A,,A,,BJ)=@. If SET;, 
assume w.1.o.g. that S = A1 + AJ + C3; then r(P, C,, S) n((A,, Bi, A,}) = fl. If S E 
4; assume w.1.o.g. that S=A,+C,-tA,tC,+A,; then r(P,C,,C,,S)n 
({Ai+B,,A,,A,,AJ) contains a line through A,+A,-tA,; and since A,+ 
B, ti t(P, c1, C,, S), we deduce that theri: exists Xi E {A, ~ii), i E l,, such that 
Xi E ~(PI Cl9 G S), which leads to a contradiction. Hence we conclude that 
P - U!=i St,(P)C l_lfEl 4:. Let &(i,j)=IS~(P)US~(P)), ifj, i,jE Is. Clearly, 
2 Ji, j) is a 5-space. Vi, j E 1,. Let 7;(i. j), r$(i j) and T$i, j) be the three &spaces 
on &(i, j). i, je 13. Since (lJ:=, Sri(P)) is a 7-space 2nd A, +B, = A,+ B2 = 
A3 + Bx, assume w.1.o.g. that At and Bk E T;(i, j), and Ck and Dk E ~s(i, j), where 
{i, j, k)=I,. Since @- lJfzl Sh(P)r lJfzl 4’:, it follows that pnTj(i, j)-&(i, j)= 
8, Vi, je I+ Since there does not exist any (r, 3,3)-tangential stigm system with 
respect to 1? assume w.1.o.g. that both T-~(P) and T*(P) do not contain any line of 13 
through P. By Theorem 7.1 in [4], I/3 n T:(i, j) - &(i, i)l a 5, Vt E I*, Vi, j E 13. So 
3SiEBnT;~2,3)-~:,(2,3)‘~{A,,B,}, iE13,Si#Si, i#j, i,jEIx.ByLemma2.i7, 
assume w.1.o.g. that {S,, Sz, S,}c{k,P+-A,+AZ, k,P+A,+A,, A,+-& Bi+& 
A,+C,}, where ki =O or l(mod2), i=l,2. Also 3S{~pn~;(1,2) -&(1,2)U 
{A3, B3} and S:E fl n T;(l, 2! - I;Jl, 2) u (C,, I&}, i E I,, S[ # S;, S” # S’$ i # j, 
i, jEIj; and by Lemma 2.17, assume w.1.o.g. that (S;,S$,SI)(I:{P+A,, 
k’,P+A,+A,,X,-t-X,, k;P+A,+A,, X, + X3}, where k[ = 0 or 1 (mod 2) 
X1 E {Ci, Di), X2 E {G, &I, X,, Y3 E (A3, I%}, and is’;, S$, $1 E {P+ G, 
k’,‘P+C,+C,, k;P+C,+C,, Y2+C3, Y, + CJ, Y1 E {A,, J&l, Yz E {&, &h 
k:I=O or 1 (mod2) ViE12_ Assert that Al+AZEP~Pn{A,+C,,B,+I>,}=~. 
If possible, let {A,+A,, A,+C~E@. Then t(C,, D,, A,+C,)n({A,, AZ: B2})= 
{A, t-B,}, whence we deduce that {C,, Dr, A1 f Cd is a weak polarising set in 
~;(l. 2) with respect to Ts(l, 2). Now considering the distribution of the points 
AJ, Bj, S:, S$ and S; among pi(C1, D,, A,+ C,), i = 1,2,3, we arrive at a 
contradiction. So, A,+A,EWA,+G~P. Similarly, A,+-A,E@rS 
B 1 + D2 $ f3_ Rearranging the suffixes we ( an show that A l + A3 E p 3 A I + C3 $0. 
By Lemma 2.17(iv), @n{A,+C*, B,+I),}#p)=$P+A,+A,$@; and A,+C,E 
@jP+A,+A,$fl. Also, {A,+-C2, .I?,+&, A,+C,}cpjt(A,,+C,, C,, A,) 
n {{P, B1, &}) = 4, which is a contradicti’3n. So, it follows that {S,, Sz, S3} = {k2P 
+A,+A,, A, + C2, B, + I&]. Now, VX*E {A,, B,}, t(C,, .X2, 6, + Dz) r-1 
‘JAI, Cz, W=U’+B,h whence it fellows that VXz~ {AZ, B2), (C,, X2, 
B,+D,} is a weak polarising set in ~l(l, 2) with respect to C,(l, 2). NOW, 
~X,E {AZ. B,} such that the distribution of the points of C3, D,, S;l, SG 
and Sl among p\(C,, X,, B1 + I&j, i = 1. 2, 3, leads to a contradiction. Thus the. 
lemma is true. This completes the proof. 
L-2 a 2.19. dim (UT_, Sri(P)) 6 6. 
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follows that 3i and j E Js such :ba: K,, - {_S]. W’.l.o.g. assrme that wtz ={P}. First, 
we assert that 71 and j E I,, i # j, {i, j} # {I., 2), such that nqi is a line containing P. 
If po:;sible, iet rnij = !P}, Vi, j E I,. Then (A,(P) U &(I’)) is a 4-space in ?r(P> and 
A,(P) n ( t] F= 14 (P)} is a line through P; also, ( lJ F=, Sh (P)) n (St,(P)) is a ‘L-space. 
Henc: w.1.o.g. assume that A,=kP+A,+A, and A3+B3=A1+B1+Az+&, 
where k = 0 or 1 (mod 2). If k = 0 {mod 2), then t(Ai, Ci, AZ, C,, ($73) n 
({P,A,+B,,A,+B,))=p); and if k=l (mod2?, then ,\C,,D,,B,,B,, C3})n 
({I’, A,, A,)) = lb. m 1~1s we arrive at a contradicion. So, the assertion is true. 
W.1.o.g. assume that m,; is a line, and A,+B, =A,-tB, and C,+D,=C,+U,. 
Now Tonjider the following cases. 
Case 1. Let mz3 be a line. W.1.o.g. #assume that Az t C, = As-l-C3 and 
B2 ;- D2 = B, + D,. Since P has no (r, 3,3)-tangential stigmsystem. r being an odd 
integer 33, assume w.1.o.g. that P-+X2$ p, VX, E St,(P) -{Y}. Assert that 
0 n(‘J;_, Sti(P))EU?=, (Sti(P)>. If possible, let s E @ NJ;=, stitm 
- Uz 1 (Sti (P)). Th en 34 c fi n UFcl St,(P) such that t(A) n((A,, BJ, C,}) = 8. 
H’enc .e the assertion is true. Let x6 =({A,, 431, C,. Dt, As, G, A,)). 
Ckxlv. & is a h-space, and B2 and D, E fl - &. Since )/3 - &,I 3 5, let S, E fi -&, U 
(612, D,], i=l,2,3, Si#Si, ifj, i,jE13. Let 
pI ={kP+X,+X,: k =0 or 1 (mod 21, X,E{B~, I&}, X36 9,(P)--(P)}, 
p2 = {X2 + X3 + XI -t Y, : X2 E {B2, I&}, X3 E St,(P) -(P), and 
X1~{A,,&l and Y,~-K’,JU~. 
j.fq={X2+ Y*+.J&+X,: X, c (&, Dz)r Yz E (A2. CJ, 
XI E St,(P) -mu 
p4 = {X2 f Yz + X,: X2 E (B2, D2j. Y, E {A2, C,} and 
X, E St,(P) - U-q}, 
c~s={X~+Y~+-~+l’,+Xg X,E{B,,D,}. Y+{A2,Cz}, Y,E{A,,B,}, 
Y1 E(C,, D1} and X,ES~,(P)-{P}}. 
Since S, E(C,U{B~}), ViEI and p n<l_JFzl Sti(P))= LJ’eLSsti(P), it ~OIIOWS that 
S, E I_):=, ~,,V~EI,. .Assert that lPn~IIC1. Note that B2+A3~p=$ 
P+L),+C,E~-$t(C,,~,,A,,D,)n({A,,B,,D,})=:~. So, Z3,i-A3$f3. Simi- 
larly, X2+X3 $ ,!3. VlY2 E {B2, D,} and VX, E {A,, C,). Hence by Lemma 2.17. 
(m&4. As sert that p nor-, = 9, Vi ~{2,3,4,5}. If possible, let p n ~~2 8. 
‘W.1.o.g. assume tha:; B2+A,-t-A,+C,~/3. Then r(A,,B,,D,,A3,B2)r)({B3, 
C,, D,}) = 8, which kads to a contradiction. So, @ n ~~ = 8. If p f? cL( $8, for 
some i E (3,4,5}. then we .zan find A c: Uf_;, Sti(Z’) and X,, Y3 and 2, E St,(P) 
-{P), such that r ‘2) n({X.,, Y3, Z,)) = 8. Hence it follows that p f? p, = f”r. Vi E 
{2, 3,4, 51. Thus J/3 n U:= 1 pi/< I, and (S,, Sz, S,} c p (7 U,S,,, pi. Thus we arrive 
at a contradiction. So, Case 1 is not possible. 
Ccl.se 2. Lee rfl 2,-{P}. ‘Thus we have m12=m23=(P) and tn13={P,AliB,, 
where A, + B, -= A,+ B,. Let x: -= ({A,. 13,. c,, D,, A,, C2. I;p&. 
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Clearly, 2; is a &space. Assert that X, 6 22, VX; E St,(P) -(P}. Suppose that the 
assertion is false. W.1.o.g. assume thp+ PL,E,Z& W.1.o.g. assume that A3= 
kP+Al+&, k=O or l(mod2). Then B,=kP+B,+A,, sinct A,+&= 
A,+&. Since dim(IJ~=, Sh(P))=7, C, end D3$&,. Now, t(C,,D,, &, &)n 
({ kP -t A 1, kP + B1, A$ = g, which is a contradiction. Thus the assertion is true. 
Hence it follows that A3 + C, E ( Uf=, S&(P)> n T(P), and wJ.0.g. A3 + C, = 
A, + C, + A2 + C,. So, t(P, D1, AZ, C,) n({A,, II&, CT,)} = $9, which is a contradic- 
tion. So, Case 2 is not possible. Thus we arrive at a contradiction. Hence the 
lemma is true. This completes the proof. 
Lemma Z.XJ. (i) Let P E p, Sh(P) = {P, Ai, Bi, Ci, Di}, i = I, 2, where Al + I?, = 
A,+B,, P+7(i@p, V~ES~(P)-(P}, Vi~Izl atid St,(P)={P,A,+A,,Bi+C,, 
C, + Cz, D, + A,] and 6, = <lJ~=, Q(P)). If ~)1, ~1 and T! aw ihe tl:ree &spaces on 
the j-space &, then (p (7 T)-:-- &I a 2, Vi E 13. 
(ii) If P be a point of 0 such that (r, 3,3)-tangential stignz system does not exist 
with respect o P, r being an odd integer 33, then (5,5,5)-tangential stigm system 
does not exist with mpect to P. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that (i) is false. W.1.o.g. assume that I/3 n T$- &( ~2. First, 
assert that Ip fl T;-- &I = 1. _If possible, let /3 n T: - & = 8. By Theorem 7.1 in 
[4], \‘PnT1_:--ZTlL5, V~EI~. Let SiEpnT11)-Zs, in&, Si#Si: ifj, i,jE&. Now, 
in the proof of Lemma 2.4 in [S], we can replace /3 - & by 6 n TY-&, treat the 
polarising sets as weak polarising sets in T;, with respect to & and then 
proceeding exactly as iti ihe proof of Lemma 2.4 in [5] we arrive at a contradic- 
tion. Hena: the assertion is ,true. Let p f~ T:-- 2l’, = (S}. Now, if 6, = r(A,, C,, S) 
and & = f(B2, D2, S I, then 6, n ({B,, C=, 023) = {B, + D2), 0, n ({Dl, A,, B2}) = 
ID,+&), and s,n({A,,B,,C,))={A,+C,}, s,n({C,,D,,A,})={C,+A,}, 
whence we deduce that {A,, CI, S} and {B,, Da, S} are both polarising sets with 
respect to 7;. Again, t(P,B,,C,+C,,Sjn({A,,B,,C,})={A,+C,} and 
ttP, C,, B, f C,, svw,, c,, QJ)=&+D21, whence it follows that 
A, i-.C,, A, -k C1 -I-S, B2 + D2 and B,+ D2 + S are all attenuation points with 
respect to 7’;. Since I@ n T:-- &l=l, Ifin7:1-ZZ5(z=4, ViEIZ, by Theorem 7.1. 
Observe that I@ n+ &I = 4, Vi E Iz; for, othemwise, (p n T:-- XT1 b 5, for some 
i E 12, whence we would arrive at a contradiction in the same way as we did in the 
case when @nT1:-&=@. Let S,cfinT;1-& and S;EpnTg-&, in&, Si#Si, 
Sl # Si, if j, i, j E 14. Assert that 9i i S,' = S, for some i, j E I,. Suppose that the 
assertion is false. Since A, -I- C,, A, + CI + S, 3, + D, and B2+ D,+ S are all 
attenuation points with respect to 71, WI: arrive at a contradiction by Lemma 
? ‘lY(vii) if we consider the istribution of the points of /3 -a: amoag 
pI;(A1, Cl, S), i = 1,2,3. Hence the assertion is true. Now, consider the distribu- 
tions of the Si’s and Sl’s among &(A,, C1,S), i = 1,2,3. Since Al +C, and 
FL, -t C, + S are attestation points with respect tc pi-[:, it follows from lemma 
2.17(vii) that after rearranging the su xes we can assume w.1.o.g. that q,, S, and 
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S$cp:(A,, C,, S), S;, S; and S?E p%A,, C,, SI and S4 and %EPS(AI, Cl, 9, 
where S, +S, = A:, S,+S;=S, S,+S_;=A,+S, S;+-S$=C,, S;+S,=S, 
S;;S, = C, + S and S, + S$ = S. Since S, + S; = S: +S, = S,+S& it follows from 
Lemma 2.17(vii) that Si + Si and S[+ S/+! 0 n &, V{i, j}E{(l, 31, {1,4). {3,4)}. 
Hence [a - T:/ 2 6, Vi E I*, by Proposition 1.3. Since Ifi n T;- X5( = 1, it follows that 
(pnT/i)-~s~~5,viE12, which is a contradiction. Hence the proof of (i) follows. 
(ii) Let P be a point of /3 such that (r, 3,3)-tangential stigm system does not 
exist with respect to P, r being an odd integer 33. If possible, let Sri(P) = 
(P, Ai, Bi, C,, a,), i = l,2,3. By Lemma 2.19, dim{ U,‘_, Sti(P)>~6. Now, pro- 
ceeding exactly as in the proof oi Lemma 2.2 in [S], we conclude that 
(U:_, St,(P)) is a 5-space. Also, by Theorem 7.2 in [4], (Uf=, St,(P)) is a 5-space. 
Let Z5 = CL]‘=, Sti(P)); and w.l.o.g. assume that Al-t-B, = A,+&. Ncie that 
St,(P) E X5; so, by Lemma 2.17(ii)-(v), assume w.l.o.g. that St3(F) = 
(P, A i + AZ, B1 i C?, C, + C,, D, + A*). Lzt 71, 7: and T: be the three 6-spies on 
2,. By (i), JP I-I 7;)~&(>2, ViEI+ P roceeding as in the proof of (i), v*e deduce 
that vsqm+& vid3, {A,, c,, 
with respect to 7:;. also, Al +C,, 
S} and (B,, D2, S) are both polarising sets 
B,-tD,, A,+C,+S and B,+D,+S are all 
attenuation points with respect to T:, VS E @ n my- X5, Vi E 13. By Theorem 7.1 in 
[4], assume w.l.o.g. that \/3n~:1--&)~3, Vi~1~. Let S~E@~TT-X~, and S{E 
p n7;1-&, i E Ix, Si f Si, SI # S/, i # j, i, j E 13. Let Sl: and S;’ E 0 n ~;1-&. Since 
A, + At2 and C, + C2 E p, it is easy to check that A, -t BZ, C, + D2, A, + B2 + S and 
C, + D, + S are all attenuation points with respect to T:, VS E 9 9 ~‘,f- &, Vi E 13. 
Because of Lemma 2.17(viii), neither &(A,, Cl, S’$ nor p$(B,, D,, S’& Vie 
I,, Vj E 1?, conta.ins more than three distinct points of p - 7;. Assert that Vi E rz 
and Vj E I,, neither &(A,, C,, S,) nor &(B,, D,, $‘),contains three distinct points 
of A. where A = {S,: i E 13}U{S,‘: i E I,). If pos.;l%, let &A,, C,, Sy) contain 
three distinct points of A. Since Al -i Cl, A, +C, + Sy are both attenuation points 
with respect to ~g, we conclude from Lemma 2.17(viii) that neither &(A,, C,, S’,‘) 
nor pz(A,, C,, S:l) contains more than two distinct points of A. Again, by Lemma 
2.17(VlF:, ?SE?‘ITp w.l.0.g. that S,, S2 and S{ E &A,, C,, S’,‘), where S, + S, = A,, 
S1 + S; = Sy, S2 + S’; = A, + Sl,l. Now, w.1.o.g. we have the following two casts. 
Case 1. S$ and S; E &(A,, Cl, S;) and &E &_:(A,, C,, S;l). 
(‘ase 2. S; and S, E &(A,, C,, S’,‘) and S; E &A,, C,, Sl;). 
Ca e 1. By L~tnms 2.17(viii), S; + S; = C,. We now consider the distribution of 
the points of A among &(B,, D, ‘;‘;), i = 1,2,3. W.1.o.g. assume that S, and 
s ; c p:( B,, D,, sl; ) and S2 E p$(&, I>,, S’,‘). Since S$ + S.S = C,, assume w.1.o.g. that 
Si E &(B2, D2, S;l), for some i E Iz. Now S; E p:(B,, D,, S’,‘) I$ SI + S; E 
{BZ+S~,Dz+S’,‘}. But S,+S~=B,+S’,‘jS,+S~=A,+B,+S’(, which leads toa 
contradiction, because Al + 8,-t-S’f is an attenuation point with respect ‘3 7;. 
Again -Cl + S; = D,+ Sy 3 S: + S; = C, f D,-t S:‘, which is a contradiction, be- 
cause C, + D,+ Sy is an attenuation point with respect to 7:). So, Si E 
pf(B,, D2, S;O and hence & -t Sl, E {El2 + S’,‘, Dz+S):}. But S,+S$=B,+S:‘+ 
.$!+.!$=A,+ 7 + S:; and S, -F S$ = D, + Sy 3 Sz -t S; = C, i- Dz f Sy; thus we ar- 
rirc ;at a contradiction. So, C’a.se 1 is not possible. 
&se 2. By arguments similar to those used ill Case 1 we show that Case 2 is 
nc?t possible. Thus we aalive at a contradiction. So, &A,, C,, Sy) does not 
coI tain rnkxe than two points of A. Similarly, we can show that Vi E I,, Vj E 13, 
neither &A,, C,, S:) and &(BZ, I&, Sl’) contains more than two distinct points of 
/3 - 7;. Now, considering the distribution of the points of A among &(A,, Cl, S’il), 
j = 1,2,3, and also among p:(& D,, S’_:r, j = 1,2,3, i E Iz, we easily deduce that 
C:=l (Si +Sl)=X+Sl_:, X~(((A,, C,}), and I’=, (S, -1 S;) = Y + Sy, YE ({&, I&}). 
But this leads to a contradiction. Thus (,i) is proved. This completes the proof. 
Let PE & St,(P)={P, Ai, da,, C,, Q}, i = I, 2, where P+Xi# /3, V& E Sti(P)-{P}, 
VI E Zz, and St,(P) = (P, AS, I&}. Let 
A”(i,j)=;{X,+X,: Xk~Stk(P)--(P}, k~{i,j}), ifj, i,jEls. 
A,“(& i, j)={Xi + Y, +X,: X,, ‘k’k E St,(P)-(P), 
X, # Yk, k e Ii, iH, i# j, i, j E IJ- 
A”(1, J,2,.Z,3)={X,+Y,+X2+Yz+X3: X,+Y,#X,+Y,,X,+Y,, 
x,, ‘r’k E St,(P) - {P), k E 13). 
Lemm 2.21. (i) Ifi n A”(i, :3)1 c 2, I/3 n A”(i, i, 3)1 Z= 1, Vi E I*; and fi n (A”(i, 3) U 
A”(i, i, 3)) E {Xi +X3, Yi + Y 3, X, + Zi +X3}, for some Xi, Yi and Zi E Sri(P) - {P}, 
Xi # kl f Z, Vi E 12, IX,, Yh = :As, &I. 
(ii) ]p nA(1, 1,2,2,3))< 1: and if p n(A(i, 3; UA(i, i, 3)) = $4, fm some i E 12, 
therl @nA(l, 1,2,2,3)=@ 
I_%&. (i) Prxeeding as in the proof of Lemma 2,14(k)-(v), the proof of (i) 
follows. 
(ii) Suppose that /3 n A( 1, 1, 2,2,3)#@ W.i.0.g. assume that A,+Bl+AT?+ 
B,+A,E@, where A1+B,#Az+Bz. If possible, let X,+Y,+X,+‘Y,+X,E& 
where X, # Y,, X, # Y2, X, + Y, #X2+ Y,, Xi, Yi E Z+(P)--{P}, i E 13 and 
XI+Y1i-X,+YZ+X3#A1+B1+A2-t-Bz+A3. Then ~Ac~J~=~S~(P)-_(P}, 
Xi E {Ai, Bi} and Yi E {C$ El,}, i E I,, such that r(A) n ({Xi, Yi, A,}) = 8. Hence the 
proof of (ii) follows. This completes the proof. 
L~UUIUTI 2.22. Let P E 0, Sti I P) = (P, Ai, Bi, Ci, D,}, i = 1,2, where P + Xi $0, VX, E 
St,(P) -(P}, Vi E 12, and SI,;T) ; {P, AJ, B,}. 7’h~ 
(i) dim(U:=, Sti(P))s6; and 
(ii) dim(U;L_., Sri(P))=5 
. If possible, let dim{ U:.. , .9,(P)) ~x 7. Then A,( )nMP) =W. Eet &= 
(Uz=, St,(P)); clearly, & is a 6-space. NQW, I@ - C,l k 5, and A,, 
2.21, assume w.1.o.g. that --&,U(A3,B3)~ 
s,A,--G-t&&+.4.7. ir A2 + Cz + A,). Since $3 n VI 3 3, 
assume w.1.o.g. that I@ I?{A.~ +A,, B, -i- 
Assert that A2 + A, and A, + Cz t- ,4: possible. Bet A,! -t /$A 1-r P. +&x-i 
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~(C,,D,,PLI.+A~)~({A,,A,,B,})={A,+B,}, whence it follows that P+ .4, + 
AZ 6 0, Assert that A, +X, + Yz 6 p, X2 # Y2, V’XZ, Y2 E St,(P) -{P. AJ. If POSSi- 
b’e, let A,+X,-t-Y,E/~, X2, Y2 E Q,(P) -(P, A,}. W.1.o.g. assr.me that 
A, + B2 + C, E p. :But r(C,, D2, A, + A3) (1 ({A?, Bz, A,}) = {B2 + A,] ; so, it foiLov:Js 
that A, + B2 + CT: E t(C,, D2, A, -t A,), which Leads to a contradicticn. Again, 
assert that Az+X, + Y, i; 8, X, # Y,, VX,, Y, E St,(P)-{P, A,}. Suppose that the 
assertion is false. W.1.o.g. assume that A,+ B, + C, E 0. t(C,. Dt, Az + .A,) n 
!{A,, B,, -A&={B,+AJ. whence we arrive at a contradiction. Now, let 2; = 
((B,, C,? D,, B2, C,, Dz, B,}). Clearly 2: is a Gspace and @ -2: = {P, At, A?, 
A3}. by L,emma 2.21. Thus I/3 --2:1<5, which is a contradiction. 50, A,+A, $ /3. 
L3y similar arguments we can deduce that A,+ C2 +A, $ p. Thus, A, +A3 E p 7 
[j niAz + A,, A2 -t C,+ A,} = (4. By rearranging the letters and the suffixes we 
can show that BZ~B3Ep=$@n{B,+B3, B,+D,+B,)=q): note that 
B,+D,+B,=A,+C,+A3. Since @n{A,+4,. B,+B,, A,+C’,+A,}a2 and 
A, +A3~ @, it follows that p -&U{A3, B,}:={A, +A,, B,+ B,, A,+C, +A,}. 
Observe that {P -t A i + AZ, P+ A, + B2} SL p: for, otherwise, t(C,, D,, C2, D2) n 
‘,l:P.+ Al, AZ. B2J) = p. W.1.o.g. assume that P + A, + A2 $ ‘3 Now, assert 
that A,+X,+ Y*$fi. X,# Yz, VX,, Y,ES~~(P)-{P,A,}. !kppose that the 
assertion is false. W.1.o.g. assume that A, + B2 + C2 E fl. Now, t(C,. D,. C,, D2) n 
({P, A ,, B2}) = {P+ A, + B2}, whence it follows that P+ A, -I- B2 E p. OPserve 
that A, +X,!+ Y-$p, where X2 f Y,, VX,, Y,ESC~(P)--{P} and X,${B,, C2}: 
for. tItherwise, tic,, D,, C,, ZJ n({A,, Bz, X,}} = $9, where {X,, Z,} = {A,, Dz}. 
Similarly, A,+X, +Y,&p, X, # Y,, VX,, Y,tzSt,(P)-(P,A,}. Now, let sz= 
!{B,. C,., D,, AZ, Cl, D,, El,}). Clearly, 2: i:; a 6-space and @ - & = {P. A,, 
Wz, A,}. So, ip --&I < 5, which is a contradiction. Hence it follows that Al + 
Xz + Yz 6 /3. Xz # Y3, VX,. Y, E St,{ P) -{P1 A2 . . Similarly, we prove that ,4? + 
X1+- Y,$p, X,# Y,, t/X,, Y,ES~~(P)-{P,A,}. Now, let 2’i=({B,, C,. D1, Bz. 
C’z, D2, B3)). Clearly, Zi is a 6-space where /3 -s:,z = (P, Al, AZ, A3}. So, 
I@-Z;/<5. wh’ t IC I is a contradiction. Hence dim(U!=, Sri(P))sci. 
(Ii) Proceeding exactly as in the first part of the proof of Lemma 2.7 in [5], we 
pr0t.e (ii). This ;:smpletes the proof. 
3. /<et PE p, St,(P) 5 (r, I$, Bi, Ci, Di), i = 1.2, St,(P) = {P, A.?, B,}. 
\\,ltere A, t B, = A7 + B, cuzd /‘ix = AL + CL, and S, = (Uf~. , Sri(P)). Let T’,‘, 7: and 
i-y he thy thee 6-spaces on the 5-space &. Them 
fit If :*, ;3 /3 - T’,‘, i E Ia, jtf,, S,#S,,, u.uEI~, S~pn~‘/-l~, and S,LSz= 
X -r k!;, XE Zi, ,\ = 0 or 1 (mod 2), then S, + S, f X-t k’S. k’ = 0 or I (mod 2); 
,ii) VX, E {C,, D,}, ‘u’Xi E {.Ai, B,}, i = 2, 3. VS E p n T:-- &. Vi E 13, {X,, X2, X3} 
is (1 weak p&rising set with respect o C A’57 atld {X,, X2, X,, S} is a polarisirtg sea 
wit!1 respecr to T’,‘: 
liitb if S, Uf111 S2 E /I3 7-y.. S, + S,, S E /3: (7 7: - Zj, i E P3, J t- ({X,, X,. X,}, 
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ix,, x,, x3. so, and S, and S*E pi+1 (A;, j E Z3, d = dim(A), then S1 * S2 E 
(1X,, X*3 SD. 
Pro&. (i) If possible, let S1 +S, =X-t-kS and S,+S,=X-tic’S, where k anil 
k’ = 0 or 1 (mod 2). Let & = ({X, S,, S,}). If k = k’= 0 (mod 2), we can find 
A c f3 f7 .E:, such that A # $4 and t(A) n I& = 0, which leads to a contradiction. If at 
le:+.st one of k and k’ is different from 0 (mod 2), then we can find A E p n,& such 
that t(A U(S)) fl& = 8, which leads to a contradiction. Hen-e the proof of (i) 
follows. 
(ii) Proof of (ii) follows by arguments similar to those used in the proof of 
Lsmma 2.8(i) in [5]. 
(iii) Let X, E {C,, D,}, Xi E {Ai, Si}, i = 2,3, SE 0 I-I ~)i)- &, j E 13, and ki x 0 or 
1 (mod 2), i E I,. Since A, + C2 = A3~ /3, it is easy to deduce that X, -i-X? -I- klS, 
X, f X, + kzS and X, + X, + X, + k$ are all attenuation points with respect to x5 
GI’ 7:’ according as ki = 0 (mod 2), Vi E Z3 or ki = 1 (mod 2), Vi E Z,. Now, because 
of (i) the proof of (ii) follows by arguments similar to those used in the proof of 
Lemma 2.8(ii) in [5]. 
Lemma 2.24. Ler PE 0. and Sh(P\ = {I’, /lie Bi, Ci, Q), i = 1,2, and St,(P) = 
{P, Ax, B3}. Zf there does not exist any (r, 3,3)-tangential stigns sjslem with respect 
to Z? r Seing an odd integer 23, then St,(P) $ (lJf=, Sh(P)). 
Proof. Let x:s = (lJ’_. I Sk(P)): x_ 5 is a 5-space by Lemma 2.22. Clearly, h,(P)n 
h,(P) is a line through P. W.1.o.g. assume that A, +B, = A,-t BI?. If possible, let 
S?,(P) E & Since we can interchange the letters A and B, the letters C and D 
and the sets {Ai, Wi} and {Ci, ZJ}. i = 1,2, we assume w.1.o.g. that A, = A1 + C, 
and Z3, = B, f D, by Lemma 2.17. Now, let T’,‘, 7; and r;1 be the three 6-spaces on 
&. First, assert that 0 n 7:)-& # 8. Vi E Z3. If possible, let p 17 T’_:-& = (d, for 
some i E Z3. W.l.0.g. tissume that p n 7; - & = @. Ry Theorem 7.1 in [4], 
I@ n T:- &I 3 5, Vi E Z,. Let St E @ 17 T:-- &, i E Z2, j E Z,, Si’s being all distinct. By 
Lemma 2.23, {X,, X,, X,} is a weak polarising set with respect to &,VX1 E 
(Cl, Dl}, VXi E{AivBi}, iz2.3. Observe that ViEZz, 3kEZp X,E{C,, Dl}. Xi E 
{A,, B,), i = 2,3, such that pi(X,, X1, X3) contains exactly three distinct points of 
{Sj: j E Z5}; for. otherwise. we could proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.10 in [S] 
and arrive at a contradiction bq Lemma 2.23. Now, Vi E Zz, we consider the 
distribution of the points in {S:: je I,) among pk(X,, X2, Xx). k = 1,2,3, X, E 
(C,. D,}. X, E (A,, B,}, i =- 2,3; and by arguments exactly similar to those used in 
the proof of Lemma 2.9 in [S] WI= arrive at a contradiction. Thus 6 n 77 - & # i3, 
Vi E I,. Again, assert that i/3 13 i-:1 - _sl C B 2, Vi E Zj. If possible, 1e.t Ifi I? -:‘- ;f,j < 2, 
for some i E Z3. W.1.o.g. assume that 1~ n -rI;--.&I < 2. By the previolaj assertion 
Ipnf-S,I=l. Let fin ~:‘--i?i~={S}. By Theorem 9.1 in [4], I/3n7:‘-x5ja4. 
ViEZ*. Let SfEpn~:1--Z-~. iEI:. jE Z.$, S)‘s being all distinct. Ass#ert that there 
exist at moct two lines of p through S, which do not meet x5. Yf possib”acs. let
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s;+q=s, j= l.&_, 7 3. Then Sl+Si$@, jock, Vj,kEIJ,ViElz: for, otherwise, 
IF I-l ({S, s;, s# 216, for some i, k E Ix, if k, i E 12, which leads to a contradiction. 
Hence by Proposition 1.3, (/317~~--~~\~5. Vi~1~. Now, we proceed as in the 
proof Df our first assertion and arrive al a contradiction. Thus the assertion is true. 
So, rearranging the sufl’ixes, assume w. I .o.g. that S/ + St # S, \‘i, j E Is. Because of 
Lemma 2.23, we deduce that VX, SE ((7,. D1}, VX, E {Ai, Bi}, i = 2,3, Vj 6: Is, 
p:(X,, X,, X3, S) contains at most two elements of {Sj: i E 12, j E 13}. Now, becuuse 
of Lemma 2.23 we can proceed as in lrhe proof of Lemma 2.10 in [5], and thertl 
we use /3 -- ,r: instead of /3 - &, use the polariGng sets {C,, A?, As, S} and 
(0,. BZr A3, S}, and we arrive at a contradiction by similar arguments. So, 
i/3 fi+-x’,/>2. Let S:E 0 n7:-Cs, where Jo I3 if in 1, and jE1, if i - 3, and Sf’s 
are all distinct. Because of Lemma 2.23(i), assume w.1.o.g. that Si+S[${Sf, Sz}, 
{i, I} = 12, Vk E Z3. N ow, assert that VX, E {C,, D,}, V& E {A,,, El,}. u = 2,3, Vr E 
1% Vi E I-,, pi(X,, X2. X3, S;) contains at most two distinct points of 
{S;; ,I;$: S:. S:, Sz), {i. j) = 12. Suppose that the assertion is false. Then w.1.o.g. we 
assume that gr E Z3 such that pi(C,, AZ, A3, S:J contains three distinct elements of 
{ST, !Gi. Ss, S:, Sl}. Then considering the distribution of the points in 
{S I, 5;:, s;, ST, s;, among plz(C1, AZ, A3, S.:,, t = l-2,3. we arrive at a contradic- 
tion by Lemma 2.23. Hence the assertion is true. We note that 
* ‘;’ s;:, s:, S,‘}c p - T’(. 
isi’ L2’ 
Now, we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.10 in 
, nd there we use the set P--T’,’ instead of @ -.Fs, and then consider the 
distr-ibution of the points in /3 - T’,’ among p\(.C1, Az, A3, Si), i = 1,2, 3. and then 
anxrlg p;l(D,, B,, A,, S:,, i = 1,2,3, and because of Lemma 2.23 we arrive at a 
contradiction by arguments ersctly similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 
2.11) in [5]. Hence the lemma is proved. 
Let PE p, Sri(P) ={P. A,, B,, Ci, D,}, i = 1,2, and St,(P) I= (P, As, B,}, where 
P+X,$ p, VXi ES?,(P,+{P}, i=l,2, AI+R1=Az+BZ, E’,=(U~3,Sfi(PJ) and 
ST~( P t @ 2:. Also, let S,j = (U1:= 1 Sti( P)), (1Yi L {Ai, Bi} and yi ={Ci, Oi}, i = 1,2. 
Note That z-es IS a 5-space and C, is a &space. Let 
r*‘l ={kP+X, +X,: Xi E a,, i E Iz, k = 0 or 1 (mod 2)). 
pI,={kP+Xl+X?: Xi E K, i E 12, k = 0 or 1 (mod ?)}, 
&={X,+Xz: X,Ea,, X+yJ. 
111: =:x, + x,: x, E y1, xz E cyz,), 
/J,‘i ={X, + y,+xz: x, Ea,, YIEY,, &E!&(P)---{P}}. 
/_L~={X,+X2+Yz: x, E 9,(P) --{PI, X, E (Y:, Y2 E yz}. 
p$={X1+YI+X*+Y2: Xi~Ecri, YiEyi, iEl,l ._, 1 
p;(={Xl+X2+X3: XiESti(P)-(P},iEI3}, 
/_l.:,={X:,cY,+xz+x:$: X,Eor,. Y,Ey,.~~~EStr(P)-{P},kFr_{l,3}}, 
/.Irli = ix, rx,-t- Y,+X,: X,Eff!, YzEyz,xk ESfk<F) -i.“;. kE(1,3)), 
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/.~{~={X~+Y~+XZ+‘I(;+X~I XiEai, YiEYi,iEI2,X~E{A3,B3}}, 
A(i, 3)=(X; +X,: X, E&(P)-{P}, k ~(i, 3}), ifI*, 
A(i,i,3)={Xi+Y,+X,: ~ES~~(P)-{P},~E(~,~}},~EZ~, 
A I(i, X3) = {Xi + X3: Xi E ai}, i E 12, X3 E (A37 BT}, 
Az(i, X,j={Xi +Xx: X, E ri}, iE Zz, X,E{A~, Z33). 
Using the above notations we have the following lemmas (Lemmas 2.25-2.28). 
ILemma 2.25. Zf XE l_l:J, 111, then X is an atfenuarion point with respect to &. 
Proof. List Xc: lJ!lx~;. If possible, let S,+S,=X, where S1,S2~/3-&+ Sup- 
pose that X=A,+AZ+A,. Then A,+A,+A,E t(S,, S2, C,. Ill); so, 
({P, A,, A*, A3})fl r(S,, Sz, C,, 0,) must contain a line through A1+Az+A,, 
whence we deduce that t(S,, Sz C1, D,) contains a point on the lines {P, A3, B3}, 
{P, A,, P +- A,} and {P, AZ, P+ A,). But this leads to a contradiction. Hence 
Xf A, + Az + Ax. Similarly, we show that X$ z.& If possible, let X = 
A, + C, + Az + A3. So, A, + A, + A3 E t(S,, Ss, Cl, II,, CJ and as before we arrive 
at a contradiction by similar arguments. So, X# A, + C, +A,+A,. %milarly, we 
show that X$p$Up;o. If pos:;ible, let X=A,+C,+A,+C,+A,. Then 
A, + AL + A3 E t(S,, Sz, CT, D,, C,), whence we arrive at a contradiction. So. 
X f A, + C, + A2 + C, + Ax. !Gmilarl;J, X$ CL;, _ Thus we arrive at a contradiction. 
Hence the proof follows. 
Lemma 2.26. (9 if S1, S2, S, and S, are arly four distinct points oj i!? - &, therl 
SI, + S, # S,,, + S,, where (k, 1, m, n} -= 14. 
(iij Zf Xi +X,E 0, Xj E St,(P)-{P}, in {i, 3}, i E Z2, then 
(4 VYi E Sti(P)-{P, Xi}, 1 E {i, 3}, Xi + Y3 and Yi +X, are l)ot,h attenuation 
points with respect to &, and 
(b) 0 nA(i, i, 3)~{Xi + Yi + X3), for some Yi E St,(P)-(P, ,U,)t. 
(iii) If Xi -t X, = S1 + Sz, S, E 0 - &,, t E Zz2, Xi E St,(P)--(P). i E (i, :I}, i E Z2, and 
k = 0 or l(mod 2), then 
(a) VU, E Sti(P)--{P. Xi}, i~{i, 3), Vt E Z2, X, + k;+ kS, arzd 1; A- X3+ kS,$ p. 
and 
(b) p nA(i, i, 3)~{Xi + ‘Jc, +X3}, for some Y ~St,(l’j-{.!‘,X~)~ 
(iv) I@nA(i,3:1~2, VieZ2. Ipf~A(i, i,3)1<1, Y~EI~. Also, if flrd(i, 1;. 3)ffl, 
i E I,, then each point irr 316 1, 3) - rQ is tin attenuation point with respect to 2,. 
(vj Zf XE A(i, i, 3), i E Z2 and Si E @ -&, in Z2, such that X = S, t Sz, then 
p nA(i, i. 3)-{X)-g. 
(vi) 1~3 f7(Al(i. X,)uA2ijT X;l)j< 1, X., E {A3, B3)? {I, j} == Hz: an d if 
p fl((A,(i, X,) CJ A,& X,jj # @, {i, i) = I?, X3 E {A3, p,), rhen eat:h i~8~l’~~t of 
d,(i, X,)U&(j. X,)-B is UI1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~g~ r;+rr with res,nkTr io “ks. 
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Proof. (i)-iii) The proof of (i‘) is similar to that of Lemma 2.5(i), (ii) in [5], and 
therefore omitted. 
(iii) L::t Xi and Yi E Sri(B)-(P), Xi # Yi, j E 13. NOW, WPPOS~ that Xi +X3 = 
S, t&, i E I,, S, and SZE @ -&. Then t( Ui, Vi, !jll) 9 ({X,7 Zi:i, XJ) = {Zi +X3)) 
where {U,, V,,Z,}=Sti(P)-{P): again, if ~“=i +k,+X,~fi, then t(Xi, U,)tI 
((X,, Xi + Y,, Xi + Vi}) ={Xi + V, t X3}, where { Ui, Vi) = S&(P)-{P, Xi:,, y:.). Hence 
we deduce the proof of (iii). 
(iv) ‘The proof of (iv) is similar to that of Lemma 2.S(iirr in [5] and therefore 
omitted. 
(v) Let Xi and Yi E Sri(P) -{I’}, Xi # Yi, j E I,. Suppose that Xi + Yi +X3 = 
S,+S,. iEIz, S, and S,E@-&. Then t(Xi, Vi, S,) n({X,, foci + Y,, Xi + Vi)) = 
(X, + V, +X3}, where {U,, V,}= St,(P)-(P, Xi, Yij, whence the proof of (v) fol- 
lows. 
(vi) The proof of (vi) is similar to that cf Lemma 2.1 l(iir in [S] and therefore 
omitted. 
Lemma 2.27. (i) If S, and S, ure any two distinct points of /3 - x6, then 
(i) S,+S21f Uyz3 CL;; and 
(ii) f3n(U:_3 +:)=$I 
Proof. Suppose that the lemma is false. Let S, +S,E lJ7=3 pi, Si E p -I&,, i E 12. 
Let r: = (25 u {S,)). S’ mce i/3 - ZA] b 5 by Theorem 7.1 in [4], assume that SUE 
@ - 2;: U{is,, B,}, i E I,. S; # S;, if j, i, j E I,. Interchanging the sets {A, B} and 
{C, DJ, the letters A and B a: well as the letters C and D. and rearranging 
the suffixes, we assume w.l.0.g. that S,+&E{A,+C~, A,+C,+A,, 
A! + C’, + A,+ C,}. First, assume that S, + S, = A, + C2. Then dX, E{C,, Dr}, 
t/Xl E (A*, B2} and Vi E I*, t(B,,X,,&,S)n({A,, G,D,})-{A,+D,); also, 
V.X, E{C,. D,}, VXz~{A2, B,} and ViE I,, t(X,, X2, Dz, Si)n({Al, B,, Cz})= 
(13, + C,}. Hence we deduce that VX, E{C,, D,}, VX,E{A~, B,} and Vi E Z2, 
{B,. X1, XI, Si} and {X,, Xl, D::, S,} are both polarising sets with respect to 2:. 
NOW, we consider the distribution of the points A,, BJ, S;, Si and S; among 
pi(B,. X,. X,, S, ), j = 1,2. 3, X, E{C,, n!), X?E{A~, B,), i E 12, and also among 
P:(Y,. Y,. D1, S, 1. j = 1.2, 3, Y, 1~ {C,, D,), Y2~ {AZ, I&}, i E Iz. and by Lemmas 
2.25 ;iild 2.26, we arrive at a. contradiction. So, S, +S, # A, + Cz. 5y similar 
ar~urrents we show th:u S, + S., $ (A, + C, + A*, A, + C, + A, + C2}. Hence we 
arri!!e crt a contradiction. Thus (i‘) is proved. 
1 ii) If possible , let /3 (7 ( LJf._3 pi) # $4. Let X E 0 f;! (JF.z3 p;). Interchanging the 
1el:er.c~ A. 8, C and D and rearranging the suffixes. we assume w 1.o.g. that 
X E {A, + Cz, A! + C, + A,}. First, assume that X = A, I C2. Let Z;(S) = 
(.Z5 UjS)), where SE /3 - &,. Since A 1 -t C2 E /3, we deduce that VS E 0 - I&,, VX, E 
(C,, D,}, VX?E{A,, Is,,> and VI E I,, {B,, X,, X,, S]. and {X,, X2, I&, S} are both c 
polarking se;s with i-expect to Z;(S). Note that A, and &G /3--Z;(S), and 
3 IJ 2;;;s ij 2 5. S E fl -- :$,. bkw, we consider the distribution of the points of 
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p-xj(SL SEP-26, among p!,(B,, X,, X,, S), j = 1,2,3, X, E{C,, D,}, X*E 
{A*, B,}, and also among p!JYI, Y2, I&, S), j= 1,2,3, Z’,E{C~, D,):, Yzt; 
{A*, B,j, and by Lemmas 2.25 and 2.26, we arrive at a contradic!ion. Hence 
X # A, + C,. By similar arguments we call show that X# A, + Cl + &. Thus we 
arrive at a contradiction. Hence (ii) is proved. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.28. (i) If S, and Sz are any two distinct points of 0 -:C,,, then S, + Sz $ 
U?_* /.&I- 
(ii) /3 fT ( tJfll pi) = $9. 
Proof. (9 Suppose that thz lemma is false. Let S , I S2~ [J”= 1 pi, S, E /3 --z‘<,, 
i E 12. Interchanging the sets {A , i3] and {C, D}, the letters A and I? as well as the 
letters C and D, and rearranging the suffixes, we assume w.1.o.g. that S, +S, = 
kF + Ai + AL. k = 0 or 1 (mod 2). Let Z;i = (& U{S,}). Because of Lemmas 2.25 
and 2.26, it is eas): to deduce that /3-- Ycb U XL s {S, + Ai f As, S, + Bi f &), for 
some iE12. By Lemma 2.26, assume w.1.o.g. that p n x6- & U ..Zi c 
{ Cz. D,, C, + Ax, X}, where X E {D2 + B3, Cz + X, +A3}, X, E ;A,, U,}. Bu.t 
Ip-S;/35 and hence ~YE{(A,,B,,C,,D,,AJ) such that Y+Cz~p. By 
Lemma 2.27, assume w.1.o.g. that YE {C,, P + C,}; so. k’P t C1 -k C, E 0, k’ = 0 or 
1 (mod 2j. Now, since S, +S, = kP+A, +A,, it follows that Vi E I,, 
t(C,, D1 C2, Si)n({.A,, B,, A,\)=(Z), where Z=A, +B, or Z=A,+A, accord- 
ing as k = 0 (mod ;!) or k = 1 (mod 2). Hence it follows that ViE Iz, {C,, C2, I&, Si} 
is a polarising set with respect to XL. Again, since k’P+ C1 + C, E p, VII= deduce 
that Vi E 1,. {A,, B,, A*, Si} is a polarising set with respect to 2;. Now, I@ - x;i 2 
5: let SlE@-- ;A U{A,, &}, i E 13, S; # Sf, if j, i, j E Ix. Now, we co,lsider the 
distribution of the points A3, &, S:, Si and Sj among p:(C,, D,, C,, Si I, 
j = 1,2,3, i E 12, and also among pb(A,, B,, AZ, Si), j = 1,2,3, i E I,, we easily, 
arrive at a contradiction. 
(ii) If possible, let p I-I ( lJfcl pi) # p1. Let X E fi f~ (Uf==, pi). W.1.o.g. assume 
that X=kP+A,+A,, k=O or 1 (mod2). Let SET-z’,, and Z,(S)=(&U{S}). 
Since kP+ A, + Az E /3, we deduce that {C,, D,, C,, S} is a polarising xzi with 
respect to Z:,(S). Now, by arguments similar to those used in the proof of (ib and 
by Lemma-, 2.25 and 2.26, we deduce after rearranging letters and suffixes, that 
k’P+ C, + C,E p, k’ = 0 or 1 (mod 2). Hence we deduce that {A,, B,, A?, S] is a 
polarising set wltn respect to &(S). Now, considerirg the distribution of the 
points of @ -Z,(S), S E 0 - &(S), among p>(C1, D,, C2, S)., j = l-2,3. and among 
p:(,4,, B,, A,, SL i = 1, 2, 3, we arrive at a contradiction by Lemmas 2.25, 2.26 
and 2.27. Thus (ii) is pro\ed.:This completes the proof of the lemma. 
No1.v. we state and prove the main result. 
32 B.T. Datta 
Proof. If possible, ler p be a 7-dimensional tangential 2-block. Because of 
Lemmas 2.10, 2.16 and 2.20, there exists a point PE 13 such that only (5,5., 3)- 
tangential srigm system exists with respect to I? By Lemmas 2.22 and 2.24, 
assume w.1.0.g. that 3:t, (P) = {I’, Ai, Bi, C1, Di}, i := 1,2, and St,(P) = {I’, As, as}, 
where AI + B, = -A2 t B2, and St,(P’! $ (UF= 1 Sti(P)). NIOW, let & =: { UfzI S&(P)) 
and _Z’, ~7 (, u fE, Sri (2)). Note that Ts is a 5-space and & a 6-space. By rearrange- 
ment of suffixes 1 and 2 for the letters A, B, C and I) and by Lemmas 2.25, 2.26, 
2.27 and 2.28, w : can assume that {S t S’: S, S’ E 13 - 2,) E (St,(P) 1J St,(P)). Now, 
let &(X2, S) = (:A,, B,, C,, D,. X,, A3, S}), Xx E {112, CC,). Note that @ -& C_ 
Z,(X,, Sj, VKcz g: {AZ, C;}. Since (0 - .&,(XZ, SJ\ 3 5, VX,E{A,, C,}, by Theorem 
7. t in [A$], it is essy to show by Lemmas 2.25 a,nd 2.26 that fi n & # 8, for some 
i E Z6. But this leads to a contradiction by L.emmas 2.27 and 2.28. This completes 
the proof. 
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